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The purpose of this article is to describe an architecture for the DSN information
system in the years 2000-2010 and to provide guidelines for its evolution during the
1990s. The study scope is defined to be from the front-end areas at the antennas to
the end users (spacecraft teams, principal investigators, archival storage systems,
and non-NASA partners). The architectural vision provides guidance for major
DSN implementation efforts during the next decade. A strong motivation for the
study is an expected dramatic improvement in information-systems technologies,
such as: computer processing, automation technology (including knowledge-based
systems), networking and data transport, software and hardware engineering, and
human-interface technology.
The proposed Ground Information System has the following major features: uni-
fied architecture from the front-end area to the end user; open-systems standards
to achieve interoperability; DSN production of level 0 data; delivery of level 0 data
from the Deep Space Communications Complex, if desired; dedicated telemetry
processors for each receiver; security against unauthorized access and errors; and
highly automated monitor and control.
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I. Introduction
A. Background
The Deep Space Network (DSN) is the largest, most
sensitive scientific telecommunications and radio naviga-
tion network in the world. Its principal responsibilities
are to support automated interplanetary spacecraft mis-
sions and radio and radar astronomy observations in the
exploration of the solar system and the universe. The DSN
also supports high-Earth orbiter, lunar, and shuttle mis-
sions.
The DSN is managed, technically directed, and oper-
ated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California. Tiffs
study responds to the following action item developed by
the 1990 JPL Telecommunications and Data Acquisition
(TDA) NASA Office of Space Operations (OSO) Planning
Workshop: "Perform a study of the DSN information sys-
tem architecture and recommend guidelines for its evolu-
tion."
It is timely that such guidelines be developed because
of such improvements in information technology as:
(1) Dramatic advances in computer hardware and soft-
ware.
(2) Reduced size of computers and other processing el-
ements due to very large-scale integration (VLSI).
(3) Dramatic increase in ground communication data
rates using optical fiber.
(4) Improved ability to internetwork local area and wide
area networks.
(5) Efforts by the U. S. Government and the interna-
tional community to standardize network protocols.
(6) Efforts by the U. S. Government to standardize soft-
ware.
(7) Advances in distributed computing.
(8) Advances in providing assistance to decision makers
by means of artificial intelligence (AI) and visualiza-
tion techniques.
(9) Advances in computer-human interfaces, including
multimedia, interactivity, computer-supported co-
operative work, and virtual reality.
New projects in NASA's interplanetary exploration
program require increased communications and tracking
capabilities that must be implemented while maintaining
support for existing projects. There is also a requirement
to increase DSN availability beyond its already high level.
Additional missions will have a tendency to increase de-
velopment, implementation, maintenance, and labor force
costs, and it is believed that these new technologies will
enable significant reduction of these costs.
B. Purpose
The purpose of the study is to develop an architec-
ture for the Ground Information System (GIS) in the years
2000-2010 and to provide guidelines for its evolution dur-
ing the 1990s. The study also provides a forecast of in-
formation systems technologies that are pertinent to the
GIS. Where forecasted technologies are inadequate for the
projected architectural needs of tile GIS, the study recom-
mends appropriate pathfinder work. A flexible transition
approach is developed, with the expectation that most im-
provements to the architecture will appear evolutionary,
although they are concentrated on a clearly defined vision
of the future architecture.
C. Scope
In order to allow for creativity in the selection of archi-
tectural candidates, the information systems boundaries
for the study were deliberately chosen without consider-
ation for current organizational boundaries. Specifically,
the scope was defined to be the Ground Information Sys-
tem (Fig. 1), which extends from the ground side of the
antenna front-end assemblies to the end user (spacecraft
teams, principal investigators, archival storage systems,
and non-NASA partners). This choice keeps the scope
within bounds (i.e., only ground systems), but allows flex-
ibility in defining where ground processing functions are
performed. For example, the current interface between
the DSN and the Space Flight Operations Center (SFOC)
is not considered to be a constraint. After an appropriate
technical solution is determined, organizational decisions
may be made (outside the scope of this study) and appro-
priate interfaces defined.
The GIS functions include processing (telemetry, track-
ing, command, radio science, and very long baseline inter-
ferometry [VLBI]), monitor and control of the front ends
and the GIS, and data delivery and management. The
focus of the study is on multimission functions; project-
unique activities will be dealt with only as external re-
quirements. Issues that provide both focus and motivation
for the study include:
(1) The degree of automation and centralization of the
monitor and control function.
(2) The degree of distribution of computing and control
functions.
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(3) The feasibility of implementing an open systems ar-
chitecture.
(a) Cost and performance.
(b) Security.
(4) The modularity and reconfigurability of the GIS.
(5) Communication alternatives.
(6) The choice of functions to be generic multimission
functions.
(7) The limits and capabilities of technology.
D. Evaluation Criteria
Architectural candidates have been developed that
meet planned performance requirements and are evaluated
with respect to the following criteria:
(1) Performance, including tile degree of margin for un-
planned mission support.
(2) Life-cycle cost, including development, implementa-
tion, maintenance, and workforce costs.
(3) Operability, including manageability and human-
interface simplicity.
(4) Flexibility, evolvability, and growth potential.
(5) Availability, including fault-tolerance, reliability,
and maintainability.
(6) Technical risk, including ease of transition.
Emphasis in this study is on general advantages and
disadvantages of the candidate architectures relative to a
baseline (the current architecture) or to the other com-
peting candidates. Accurate measures of the above crite-
ria (especially cost) require more design effort than is ap-
propriate for a high-level architectural study. Sensitivity
of the recommendations to technology advances is consid-
ered.
E. Organization of This Article
The remainder of this article is organized as follows:
Section II. Requirements: This section provides a
functional partitioning of future require-
ments, and discusses the current functional
architecture, system interfaces, future mis-
sion requirements and end-user interfaces.
Section III.
Section IV.
Section V.
Section VI.
Appendix A.
Appendix B.
Technology Forecast and Projected Impact:
This section includes discussions of com-
puters, software, data transport, human in-
terfaces, and their potential impact on the
DSN information system.
Architectures: Processing, monitor and
control, data transport, and software ar-
chitecture discussions are included in this
section.
Transition Approach: This section de-
scribes a plan for evolving in an orderly
way from tile current architecture to the
envisioned architecture.
Summary: This section highlights the most
significant conclusions derived from evalu-
ating the DSN requirements and technol-
ogy, including recommendations for achiev-
ing the strategic objectives.
Acronyms: This section provides defini-
tions of all acronyms used.
Glossary: This section provides more de-
tailed descriptions of certain terms used.
!1. Requirements
A. Functions
A functional partitioning of future requirements for the
GIS is shown in Fig. 2. This figure illustrates functional
interrelationships of the various subsystems and clarifies
areas where functional commonality exists. An easy ref-
erence, it should help to ensure that any proposed design
will address the functions needed to meet the long-term
requirements. Several strategic goals for the GIS are de-
scribed in Table 1. Some of these goals are included later
(Section IV) as evaluation criteria when the architectures
are discussed.
1. Processing. This section describes tile existing gen-
eral functions of the GIS. It is believed that future designs
will embody most of the major functions that exist in tile
GIS today. There are three Deep Space Communications
Complexes (DSCC's), each identical in terms of function,
which are located in Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain;
and Canberra, Australia. Communication circuits that
link JPL to tile three global sites are managed by the
Ground Communications Facility (GCF).
Each DSCC has a number of antenna stations dis-
tributed across its site with an associated set of electron-
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ics. These antennas and their associated control rooms
and electronics are called Deep Space Stations (DSS's).
They perform a limited amount of analog signal process-
ing before transmitting an analog signal to a collocated
central area called the Signal Processing Center (SPC),
shown in Fig. 3. If several antennas are arrayed to detect
the usually weak spacecraft radio signal, the analog sig-
nals from several DSS's may be combined before further
SPC processing. After the SPC has filtered and amplified
the resultant analog signal, the telemetry, tracking, radio
science, and VLBI data are digitally processed.
In the current system, the resulting digital data may
be communicated to JPL over long-haul communications
circuits, or stored on magnetic tape and shipped. Various
types of processing take place at JPL in the SFOC, in-
eluding deletion of duplicate data acquired by two DSCC's
in the event of overlapping coverage during an encounter.
Much of the current SFOC processing is mission-specific;
however, it is expected that future missions will share iden-
tical standard data structures and coding techniques be-
cause of ongoing development of standards by the Consul-
tative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS).
a. Telemetry. Some spacecraft projects request that
their data be immediately transmitted to JPL upon recep-
tion (i.e., real-time data). Rapid delivery depends on the
availability of appropriate long-haul circuits. This type of
data is delivered in the order that it is received at the an-
tenna, delayed only by initial processing and the length of
time it takes to traverse the network. In the event of errors
in transmission (i.e., missing data blocks), retransmission
may be requested later by the user--a process called post-
pass replay. Other projects prefer that data be stored on
magnetic tape and either mailed back to JPL or replayed
at a slower rate over long-haul communication circuits (i.e.,
non-real-time data). Non-real-time delivery is more eco-
nomical when the spacecraft downlink rates are very high
or volume is very large.
The DSCC Telemetry Subsystem (DTM) currently ac-
quires a digital telemetry baseband signal from the receiver
and converts it into the format required for further process-
ing at the SFOC to produce a data stream useful to the end
user. This telemetry processing function is accomplished
through a sequence of transformations that optimizes the
amount and correctness of data acquired in the presence
of noise. Deep space missions have significant variations
in the specific transformations that are applied. There are
also variations due to the different noise environments of
Earth orbiters and deep space missions.
(1) The Telemetry Source. Telemetry data originate in
the spacecraft, where information from several sen-
sors is multiplexed into a single binary stream and
is then modulated onto a subcarrier of the down-
link signal. Spacecraft engineering information may
be multiplexed into this signal or onto a separate
downlink subcarrier. The multiplexed stream is for-
matted into logical groups, or frames, for synchro-
nization purposes.
The telemetry data may be transmitted directly
without further coding if signal-to-noise ratios are
high on the spacecraft-Earth link; however, it is usu-
ally necessary in deep space missions to code the
telemetry data with additional bits and reconstruct
the correct data packets on Earth. The two princi-
pal coding schemes used in deep space missions are
convolutional, such as Viterbi codes, and block, such
as Reed-Solomon (RS) codes.
Both coding schemes reduce bit errors for a given
signal-to-noise ratio over uncoded transmissions, but
the bandwidth cost is the need to transmit addi-
tional bits from the spacecraft. For example, the
RS code used by Mars Observer has a block code
word structure of 10,000 bits, in which 8720 are
information bits, and the remaining 1280 are par-
ity (or check) bits. The rate of this code is R =
8720/10,000 = 0.87; thus, 87 percent of the bits re-
ceived are information.
Convolutional codes, on the other hand, are codes
in which n channel symbols are transmitted for each
information bit. Since each information bit leads
to n transmitted channel symbols, the rate is R =
1/n. Typical rates are 1/2 for high-Earth orbiters
and lunar missions and 1/6 for deep space missions.
Thus, in cases where R = 1/6 and the symbols are
represented by 8 bits, 1 information bit may lead to
transmitting and processing up to 48 bits.
Block and convolutional codes can operate on mul-
tisymbol sets. For example, the RS code above
treats each 8 bits of the code word as one symbol
because of the algebraic method used for correcting
burst errors. Thus, the RS code above is also re-
ferred to as a (255,223) 8-bit symbol RS code.
The implementation of a convolutional coder is
simpler, less costly, and more reliable than a block
coder for spacecraft operation. However, the in-
formation may be RS-coded prior to convolutional
coding to make the telemetry data resilient to both
random noise and burst errors. The overall rate of
information bits per transmitted binary symbol is
the product of the two coding processes. A more
quantitative discussion of the characteristics of the
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telemetry stream (as well as deep space telecommu-
nications in general) may be found in [1].
(2) Subcarrier Demodulation and Symbol Synchroniza-
tion. In order to extract tile telemetry data at the
station, it is necessary to reverse the processing steps
performed on tile spacecraft. First, tile subcarrier is
removed by standard heterodyne means; next, bi-
nary symbol synchronization is established. Each
binary symbol is integrated for the duration of its
symbol time. In the absence of noise, positive and
negative integrated symbol values would be inter-
preted as ones and zeroes, respectively. IIowever,
in the presence of noise, such a decision may not
always be correct. Rather than commit to a de-
cision at this point, tile convolutional decoders are
designed to operate on soft symbols, i.e., the magni-
tudes of the outputs of the symbol integrator. Since
the decoders work in digital logic, the soft symbols
are quantized into 2n levels per sample, which yields
a number in the range (-2'*-1,2 "-1 - 1) for each
soft symbol.
In the future, subcarrier demodulation, symbol
synchronization, and symbol-matched filtering will
be accomplished by the planned-for Block V re-
ceiver. At that time, the input to telemetry pro-
cessing will be a stream of soft symbols.
(3) Telemetry Decoding. The next step in telemetry
processing is to transform the soft symbol stream
into an information bit stream. For uncoded data
(typical of older spacecraft and some Earth orbiters),
there is a one-to-one correspondence between sym-
bols and bits; symbols are converted to information
bits by simply taking the sign bit of each soft sym-
bol. However, when both convolutional and RS cod-
ing have taken place, two more processing stages are
necessary.
Current convolutional decoders use 3-bit symbols
(eight levels), but performance improvements are
possible through the use of 8-bit symbols (256 lev-
els of quantization). The logic speed (S) required
to process telemetry data must accommodate the
product QI(1/R,-,)(1/Rc) where Q is the soft sym-
bol quantization rate in bits per symbol, I is the
information bit rate, Rr, is the Reed-Solomon rate,
and Rc is the convolutional code rate. For example,
in the case where
Q = 8 bits per symbol
I = 10 6 bps
R,.,= 223/255
Rc = 1/6
The logic speed S = 55 Mbps
(4) Frame Synchronization. Each frame consists of a
sequence of binary symbols; the beginning (or end)
of a frame is identified by a unique bit pattern called
the frame synchronization marker. Output from the
frame synchronizer marks the data in such a way
that subsequent telemetry transforms the data frame
by frame.
For the DSN, frame synchronization is useful as
a real-time data-quality monitor, and is a necessary
step before doing RS decoding. Among the com-
plications of frame synchronization are errors in the
frame synchronization pattern, false synchronization
(i.e., data in the frame that coincidentally match -
the frame synchronization pattern), reversed data
(from spacecraft tape recorder dumps), and changes
in frame length.
(5) Output Formatting. Corrected frames from the RS
decoder must be transmitted or recorded. Tradi-
tional transmission requires that the data be for-
matted into 4800-bit NASA Communications Net-
work (NASCOM) data blocks. Data in the blocks
include the NASCOM header and trailer, the teleme-
try header, telemetry partial status data, and the
actual telemetry data. Some missions have placed
non-NASCOM requirements for the content and or-
ganization of telemetry headers, partial status, and
data. Thus, output processing must support a vari-
ety of output block formats.
Newer missions, such as Mars Observer, will re-
quire the output blocks to be formatted in accor-
dance with CCSDS recommendations. Processing
is required to recognize CCSDS-compliant telemetry
packets and provide the capability to route different
packets to different destinations based on the virtual
channel identifier in the packet header.
b. Tracking. The DSCC Tracking Subsystem (DTK)
has the following primary functions:
(1) Control the transmitted uplink frequency to enable
initial signal acquisition by the spacecraft receiver
and maintain two-way communications in which the
radio signal is transmitted from the ground to the
spacecraft and relayed back to the ground receiver
in a phase-coherent manner.
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(2) Measure tile round-trip travel time of light to tile
spacecraft, thereby enabling precise calculation of
the spacecraft range.
(3) Measure the Doppler shift on the radio signal re-
ceived from the spacecraft to give a precise indica-
tion of the spacecraft radial velocity.
Support information (generically called predictions or pre-
dicts), such as subsystem and instrument settings required
for uplink signal control, is generated by tile Network Sup-
port Subsystem (NSS) at JPL and sent to the DTK to
support these functions; the DTK packages raw and com-
puted Doppler shift data into data blocks for transmission
back to the project navigation teams.
Frequency ramping commands go from tile Metric Data
Assembly (MDA) to a digitally controlled oscillator ac-
cording to time-stepped predicts. The intention is to com-
pensate for the Doppler shift at tile spacecraft and keep
the signal frequency received at the spacecraft within its
closed-loop bandwidth. The MDA utilizes some predicts
to construct acquisition profiles that are translated into
frequency ramp commands aimed at establishing a two-
way link with the spacecraft.
Ranging modulation from the current Sequential Rang-
ing Assembly (SRA) is in the form of square waves or sine
waves imposed on the subcarrier in a step-wise progression
from highest to lowest frequency. The highest frequency
now in use is 1 MIIz and the lowest is 1 Hz. Capability is
provided in the SRA to go to at least 2 MHz. The detec-
tion and exact timing of these signals coherently relayed
back from the target spacecraft provides a precise estimate
of the spacecraft range (via the round-trip travel time of
light).
Doppler processing is done by the MDA to provide
project navigation and network monitor personnel with
a precise measurement of the Doppler shift at any given
time. Counts timed to the thousandth of a cycle are pro-
vided for the S-band and X-band receivers as well as for the
exciter reference frequency. Individual counts are taken
with a granularity of 10 times per second. The MDA com-
putes Doppler residuals from values provided by the NSS
in a separate support-data file. Range, Doppler, and resid-
ual data are sent to the spacecraft navigation team.
In the future, the received signals will be digitized in the
Block V receiver, and Doppler data will primarily contain
the difference between the received frequency and a known
reference frequency. The MDA will format the data and
include the uplink frequency data and other ancillary data
for transmission to the flight projects.
c. Command. Tile DSCC Command Subsystem (DCD)
has as its primary function the transmission of commands
to the spacecraft. As part of this function it receives space-
craft commands from JPL, developed by Project. Opera-
tions Centers (POC's), processes those files, and transmits
individual dements from selected files. The commands are
received, verified, acknowledged, stored and subsequently
transmitted to the spacecraft from the Command Proces-
sor Assembly (CPA) at each DSCC.
Actual spacecraft commanding is done by one of sev-
eral methods of waveform modulation imposed upon the
subcarrier by the Command Modulator Assembly (CMA),
which has a maximum output of 2 kbps. The CPA, under
direction from tile POC, sends binary command elements
to the CMA where they are modulated onto the subcarrier
and transferred to the transmitter exciter. Commands are
verified by a return line from the exciter to the CMA. Non-
favorable comparisons result in a cessation of the command
process and a notification sent to the POC.
d. Radio Science. Radio science is tile analysis of sci-
entific information extracted from the variation in radio
signals coming from a spacecraft. Depending on the in-
formation being deduced, the variation of interest might
be the Doppler shift, phase, polarization, or the frequency
spectrum.
The received signal can have variations from three
Callses:
(1) the motion of the spacecraft.
(2) the influence of the media through which the signal
passes,
(3) deficiencies in the hardware used to capture the sig-
nal data.
Media that can affect the signal include the atmosphere,
planetary rings, and solar corona. In order to detect the
sought-for effects, instability in the ground system fre-
quency standard must be minimized via ultrastable hard-
ware and by the removal of identifiable noise during signal
data processing.
Radio science signal processing performs the following
actions:
(1) Accepts commands from, and provides status to, the
operator.
(2) Obtains signal variation predictions from JPL.
(3) Provides tuning information to the receiver.
(4) Converts the analog signal to digital data.
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(5) Records signal data and ancillary data to storage.
(6) Reconstitutes the analog signal for real-time moni-
toring.
(7) Transmits partial signal data to JPL for validation.
e. VLBL This technique uses extragalactic radio
sources to determine UT1, Earth polar motion, the relative
positions of stations on the Earth, clock synchronization
among tile stations, and clock stability. VLBI is also used
to maintain and enhance the JPL catalog of extragalactic
radio sources. Delta-VLBI alternates between extragalac-
tic radio sources and spacecraft radio sources to accurately
determine the position of the spacecraft.
VLBI processing measures the time difference between
the arrival of a radio signal at two or more different re-
ceiving stations on the Earth (Fig. 4). The signal source
may be either a spacecraft or an extragalactic source. The
time difference is determined by correlating the two re-
ceived signals.
Narrow channel bandwidth (NCB) capability is nor-
mally utilized. IIowever, for cataloging extragalactic ra-
dio sources, wide channel bandwidth (WCB) capability is
utilized. The radio signals are transmitted by the space-
craft and by extragalactic sources; received by two or more
physically distant DSN antennas; tuned and translated for
several simultaneous frequencies by the receivers; digitized
and stored by the signal processors (except for WCB data);
and transmitted to JPL for correlation. The VLBI signal
processors perform the following functions:
(1) Accept commands from, and provide status to, the
operator.
(2) Provide tuning and control commands to both re-
ceivers.
(3) Convert the NCB analog signal to digital data.
(4) Record the NCB signal and store ancillary data on
a disk.
(5) Store WCB ancillary data on tape.
(6) Transmit stored NCB data to JPL for correlation.
(7) Monitor the coherency of the signal and inserted
tones.
2. Monitor and Control. The DSN Monitor and
Control subsystem consists of JPL (Central Site) and
DSCC components. A summary of the major flmctions
at each site follows.
(1) JPL. The Network Operations Control Center
(NOCC) is the present central-site focus for moni-
toring and is the primary interface between the DSN
(2)
and the POC's. NOCC negotiates tracking sched-
ules and generates sequences of events (SOE's), an-
gle and performance predictions, and standards and
limits. These support data are stored in databases
and periodically distributed to the DSCC's. Dur-
ing spacecraft tracking, NOCC monitors the status,
configuration, and performance of DSN equipment
and subsystems. This function includes acquiring
real-time data from each DSCC and monitoring all
DSN missions. Monitoring is aided by real-time dis-
plays on workstations with alarm, event, and advi-
sory messages, and access to historical logs.
DSCC Site. Prior to an acquisition, equipment is
configured to provide a logical processing sequence.
During an acquisition, operations personnel issue di-
rectives through a workstation to control the subsys-
tems. The functions are divided into two hierarchi-
cal subsystems: the Complex Monitor and Control
(CMC) and the Link Monitor and Control (LMC).
The CMC subsystem is responsible for unassigned
equipment pool monitoring, link assignment man-
agement, support data management and distribu-
tion to subsystems, multilink equipment monitoring,
configuration files maintenance, and equipment cal-
ibration.
Whereas the CMC covers all links at a Com-
plex, the LMC subsystem is concerned with only one
tracking antenna and its associated ground data sys-
tem elements. The main LMC functions are subsys-
tem control by operator directives, health and status
monitoring of subsystems, receipt and presentation
of subsystem configuration displays, and monitor
data distribution to POC's (for missions launched
prior to 1991).
B. System Interfaces
In the following sections, the input and output inter-
faces to the GIS are identified and the data transfer rates
are estimated in order to provide a basis for performance
trade-offs in Section IV.A.
1. Input Interfaces. At the Central Site, inputs to
the GIS include mission schedules and sequences of events
from the POC's to the NOCC and spacecraft commands
from the POC mission-support tearP, s.
At the DSCC's, the inputs to the GIS include the space-
craft signals from the Block V receiver and monitor and
control data from many devices and subassemblies in the
front-end area.
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a. Central Site
Planning. Mission schedules and sequences of events
from the POC's are communicated to the NOCC. The data
rates are generally low, less than 10 kbps.
Commands. Spacecraft commands are generated by the
flight project planning and sequence team and transmitted
to the DSCC Command subsystem through a central-site
interface. These data rates are also usually less than 10
kbps.
b. DSCC Site
Antennas. There are currently four primary antennas
at each complex: one 70-m antenna, two 34-m antennas,
and one 26-m antenna. A 10-m antenna is currently being
added. A new antenna every three years is forecasted, for
a total of about seven to ten antennas at each complex by
the years 2000-2010.
Block V Receiver. The Block V receiver is a planned
DSN upgrade that will eventually be used in all SPC's.
Each SPC will require one Block V receiver with sufficient
channel processors to accommodate the subcarrier signals
from each spacecraft. These signals may be transmitted
on various bands (i.e., S- , X- , and possibly Ka-band
in the proposed time frame) and different polarizations.
During a given acquisition, one channel processor must
be logically connected to one telemetry processor. Ill this
study, approximately 22 channel processors and telemetry
processors are estimated for the year 2000 and 32 ill 2010.
A functional block diagram that also includes the tele-
metry subsystem is shown in Fig. 5. Each channel proces-
sor of the Block V receiver has a planned output of 26.4
Msps (megasymbols per second, with 8-bit symbols) for
current X- and S-band missions; however, advancing to
Ka-band communications will enable a 165-Msps planned
output rate.
As discussed earlier in Section II.A, redundant bits are
usually added to spacecraft telemetry for forward error
correction. Viterbi code may be used for high-Earth or-
biter and lunar communications at a 1/2 rate (2 bits for
every information bit) and deep space missions at a 1/6
rate (6 bits for every information bit). RS code may also
be used to spread tile impact of burst noise on the space
link; a typical overhead is about 14 percent. Figure 6
illustrates the effect that this coding has on the receiver-
to-telemetry communication rate. At the Block V planned
output rate, which handles a spacecraft-information rate
between 4 and 11 Mbps--depending on the coding the
transfer rate to the telemetry processor is 26.4 symbols
per second, or about 211 Mbps.
Each Block V receiver also provides Doppler and rang-
ing data at less than 1 kbps, monitor data at less than
50 kbps (including spectral data), and radio science data
at less than 1.2 Mbps (100 ksps with either 8 or 12 bits
per sample).
2. Output Interfaces.
a. Central Site. The outputs of the GIS are usually
transmitted to flight project teams and other users, or
stored temporarily on portable media for off-line delivery
to users (see Section II.D). Some data, such as telemetry
data, may be transferred to archival systems, such as the
Planetary Data System, for later distribution on demand.
Outputs usually emanate from JPL; however, provisions
are made for direct delivery from the DSCC to non-NASA
POC's.
Telemetry. Most present deep space missions have low
data rates in the 10- to 100-kbps range, tIigh-Earth or-
biters have data rates ranging from 100 kbps to several
hundred Mbps. Future missions, such as the Space Explo-
ration Initiative (SEI), will range from l0 Mbps for Mars
support to 100 Mbps for lunar missions.
Tracking. The tracking subsystem provides metric data
in packet format to the flight projects navigation team.
These formatted packets are relatively low-rate, that is,
less than 10 kbps.
Radio Science. Radio science data are produced by the
Block V receiver. It is forecasted that two or three con-
current receivers may each be producing up to 1.2 Mbps
in the forecasted time frame.
VLBI. VLBI is an emerging technique for computing
spacecraft range. Considerable celestial radio-source map-
ping is required to ensure its success. While the rang-
ing function is performed only occasionally, the mapping
is done on a daily basis. The VLBI subsystem typically
acquires 20 to 30 minutes of high-speed data into a file
(e.g., 130 Mbps in the NCB subsystem) and plays it back
slowly for processing. In an effort to improve reliability of
the acquisition, it is envisioned that the proposed VLBI
subsystem will acquire data in a quick-look mode for 10
20 seconds, process it, and transmit real-time corrections
back to the station.
b. DSCC Site At the DSCC's, the outputs of the GIS
include monitor and control data to many devices and sub-
assemblies in the fi'ont-end area.
3. Availability. The total loss of telemetry data in
the DSN fi'om 1986 through 1990 amounted to 2.9 percent,
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or 4814 hours, of the scheduled support time, according to
a recent study. (See Table 2; the items listed in that ta-
ble account for 98 percent of the total lost hours.) Steady
improvement is evident from the yearly data: 3.9, a.5, 3.5,
2.4, and 2.2 percent for these five years (decreasing an
average of 12 percent per year). These percentages are de-
rived from planned hours of operation that have been lost
and do not include such operational delays as calibration
and scheduled maintenance.
More interesting are the causes of these lost hours as at-
tributed to the subsystems and assemblies. The 4814 hours
of loss were attributed to 22 subsystems located from the
front-end areas to the NOCC, plus radio-frequency inter-
ference and undetermined origins.
If a major effort is made in tile future to improve tile
availability of these data subsystems, control interfaces
and control assemblies, and the way the front-end sub-
systems are controlled, it is conceivable that a 40- to 50-
percent reduction of lost telemetry hours can be achieved.
As compared with a 2.2-percent telemetry hour loss in
1990, a reasonable goal can be set at 1-percent loss, or
99-percent availability, which is consistent with the 12-
percent annual decrease already noted. Another major
improvement in overall availability can be made by reduc-
ing operational delays in precalibration, postcalibration,
and scheduled maintenance.
C. Future Mission Sets
Table 3 summarizes the new DSN missions set and in-
cludes deep space and high-Earth orbiter (IIEO) missions.
(The Earth Orbiting System [EOS] is not shown.) Ap-
proval is expected for three to five of these missions. Inter-
national cooperation missions may be supported. Also, the
DSN may be requested to serve as a contingency network
for near-Earth missions, including Space Station Freedom
and shuttle missions. Support to the following missions
are not mandatory requirements but were considered in
evaluating the architectures:
(1) SEI (Mars), 10 Mbps.
(2) SEI (Lunar), 100 Mbps.
(3) Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)
backup (e.g., EOS), up to 300 Mbps.
(4) Advanced Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(ATDRSS) backup, up to 650 Mbps.
(5) International cross support, undefined.
Table 4 summarizes three views of the future data
requirements. The architectures developed later in Sec-
tion IV.A will use the moderate forecast for most of the
evaluation, and one can consider tile aggressive forecast as
a possible extension.
D. End-User Interfaces
End-user interfaces fall into the following four cat-
egories: mission-specific teams, principal investigators,
data archives, and cross-support that the DSN provides
to other agencies.
Figure 7 shows the current end-user interfaces between
the GIS (including the DSN and the SFOC) and typical
flight projects. Also shown is the type of information flow-
ing to and from the end users.
With continued development of the SFOC capabil-
ity under the Multimission Operations Systems Office
(MOSO), the relationship between the end users and the
GIS will probably change significantly. These changes may
cause related interfaces to change. The driving force for
the changes is to reduce mission operations and data anal-
ysis costs. The approach is to identify and replace mission
functions that could be performed by multimission tools
and teams. One of those changes, which can already be
seen in the Mars Observer and CRAF/Cassini plans, is the
use of the remote Science Planning Operations Computer
(SPOC). The SPOC acts as a remote extension of tile
SFOC by providing command, telemetry, and navigation
data access, and planning capabilities to the project sci-
entists. SFOC-based multimission operations teams and
remote extensions of the SFOC will continue to evolve.
The interfaces for each class of end user are shown in
Table 5. The table is organized to show the direction of
data flow (to and from the GIS), the type of interface,
and a brief description of the content or purpose of the
interface. Note that for some of the interfaces the interface
medium is magnetic tape. The GIS in years 2000-2010 will
likely use other physical storage media.
1. Mission-Specific Teams. JPL planetary space-
craft have a great deal of similarity in their mission oper-
ations design. The particular names given to the various
teams may sometimes be different, but when the functions
are identified, the teams that most spacecraft projects
agree upon are: Mission Control Team, Planning and Se-
quencing Team, Navigation Team, Spacecraft Team, and
Radio Science Team.
2. Principal Investigators. The term principal in-
vestigator is applied to the cognizant individual who leads
a science experiment. The team may include the principal
investigator, coinvestigators, and interdisciplinary scien-
tists. The investigators of the future, especially for the
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exploration missions, may do most of their work for the
project at their home institution. From there, they will
submit observation requests, receive virtual channel data
from their instruments as well as ancillary data they need
to analyze their data, and return their reduced data to the
project for archiving. They may also receive data on tape
(or other media) if an instrument's data rate is too high,
or too expensive to transport.
3. Data Archives. The primary data archive of con-
cern to this architecture study is the Planetary Data Sys-
tem (PDS). This archive is a distributed system that has
a central computer which houses the master catalog and
the archive operations functions. Data are archivcd and
maintained at the distributed nodes that are defined by
various planetary science disciplines (e.g., planetary geol-
ogy, fields and particles, etc.). The interface with the GIS
is still under development; for example, for the Magellan
project, the interface has been negotiated as a CD-ROM
interface in which the project produces the compact disks
and delivers them to tile PDS. Tile future interface will
probably be in some other electronic form.
4. Cross-Support Services. The GIS provides sev-
eral forms of cross-support services, for example:
(1) Backup support for the TDRSS (i.e., for shuttle,
Space Station Freedom [SSF], and EOS).
(2) Reimbursable support to international space agen-
cies (initial acquisitions, tracking support, etc., for
National Space Development Agency [Japan], Insti-
tute of Space and Astronautical Science [Japan], Eu-
ropean Space Agency, and others).
(3) Arraying of antennas, such as was done for the Voy-
ager encounters at Uranus and Neptune.
For backup and support to international agencies, the
data exchange is through the use of CCSDS data packets.
III. Technology Forecast and Projected
Impact
This section forecasts new and emerging technologies in
the areas of computer hardware, software, data communi-
cations, and human interfaces that are of potential benefit
to the DSN GIS in the 2000-2010 era.
A. A Look at the Future
The following perspectives from a research scientist, an
operator, and a software developer are offered to stimulate
creative thinking and are not constraints on the architec-
tural study.
1. A Research Scientist's Perspective.
"I had a personal computer on my desk 10 years ago,
so that much hasn't changed. The personal computer that
is on my desk now hms dramatically higher performance,
a larger screen, and larger storage capacity than before;
however, the biggest change has come ill the way I use it.
For me, and for most of tile people I deal with, the per-
sonal computer has replaced the telephone in all sorts of
ways. I have the regular personal computer applications I
use every day--the spreadsheets, a word processor, and a
couple of small databases--but what really makes the sys-
tem useful for me is that it is linked into the local network
I share with my staff, into national and international com-
puter networks, and into the flight project office, where
I can access the really large databases we depend on for
up-to-date scientific analysis and monitor tile latest input
from nay planetary instrument.
"Today I often have no idea where the data I'm using
is actually stored. I don't really need to know. Some-
times I'll pull summary information from the Planetary
Data System, combine it with up-to-the-minute status re-
ports on a current mission, pass the whole package to my
science analysis team for some 'what if ...' projections--
all without having to think about the mechanics of how
things really link together. For all I know the data comes
by way of Siberia. When I share the data with my col-
leagues we can discuss it as we analyze it on our screens
and propose and conduct analysis during 'electronic meet-
ings.' We hear everyone's voice and see team members and
review the data--our attention is focused on the screen.
"Perhaps the most pervasive difference today is that we
are much less dependent upon technicians than we were in
the past. Most of our analysis is produced by our profes-
sional staff--the knowledge workers--with the assistance
of sophisticated software tools. Compared to just a few
years ago, there is much less manual analysis to be done,
because of our reliance on 'electronic assistants.' We often
annotate results with voice and video clips and share it
with colleagues for their review and comments.
"I have a lot more time today to focus on doing the
'right things,' because we have learned to use the systems
to avoid spending time doing the 'wrong things'--things
that don't contribute to the accomplishment of our re-
search. We make fewer errors because we are better able to
monitor activities, to do reasonableness checks. We spend
less time looking for related data, particularly pieces of pa-
per, because more of our files are stored in electronic form,
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and we can do extremely rapid electronic searches, com-
parisons, and associations. The problems associated with
performing analysis in stages have been minimized because
we have replaced much of the paperwork with electronic
transactions. There just isn't that much 'float' in the pro-
cess anymore.
"If you look around this office, you can see that science
still uses paper, but in many senses it is a different kind
of paper: It's what you might call secondary paper--re-
ports, studies, and day-to-day reports---the 'real-time' in-
formation is ahnost entirely oil the screen. And as I've
said, that means a lot less looking and waiting. I just call
up. It's there when I need it, it's in a format that I can use,
and it's reliable. That's most important, of course--that
I can trust tile information to be correct and current."
2. All Operator's Perspective.
"The most significant change in my job is that all the
equipment is remotely operated from here in Pasadena,
and nay job involves monitoring a highly automated pro-
cess. If any subsystem needs to be adjusted, I can do it
from my workstation. Every action has explicit, reliable
feedback. I can also query the subsystems and get imme-
diate responses. The subsystems themselves are smarter:
I can now control them with much higher level instruc-
tions; they are self-monitoring and self-diagnosing and I
can place one subsystem under tile direct control of an-
other. The biggest difference I see in operations is that
overall operations seem more integrated, and tile networks
and tools available to me through my console have made
the system more responsive to what I need to do to control
it. I make fewer errors because I am better able to monitor
activities, to do reasonableness checks.
"The DSN supports more missions now than 10 years
ago, and I am able to maintain several spacecraft-to-
ground links through multiple antennas at tile Complex.
JPL now arrays antennas routinely, and is progressing
towards using one antenna to communicate with several
spacecraft.
"I use automated monitoring tools to keep a constant
check on tile operational status. Graphics and animation
on my console present information to me in such a way
that I can effectively monitor several links at once. When
things go wrong, fault detection, isolation, and diagnosis
tools help me to narrow down the possible problems, sug-
gest alternative solutions and quickly get a message to the
maintenance personnel at the Complexes. Expert knowl-
edge is available from my console so I can benefit from
having the 'experts' available to me whenever I need them.
Maintenance people at each Complex have similar tools to
help isolate and repair equipment.
"The procedures and manuals are now all available on
the screen. Instead of having to sort through volumes of in-
formation to pull together the bits and pieces I need, I can
now navigate through a library that has not only the doc-
umentation, but photographs, animated sequences, and
voice notes all linked together. Getting the 'big picture'
no longer involves a treasure hunt through documentation
libraries and coworkers' notebooks. When I discover a
problem in the documentation or procedures, I can instan-
taneously annotate the procedure, and even recommend
changes.
"Embedded training programs enable me to practice
tile performance of difficult operations in an environment
exactly like the operational one. Instead of sitting idly by
when I'm in the middle of a long track, I can now place my
console in a training mode. I'I! run scenarios and practice
procedures while background processes monitor the health
and status of the space link. If any problem occurs, the
system immediately notifies me and provides me with the
necessary background information.
"Because of the training system, I am now proficient
at performing operations tasks I would rarely work on a
decade ago. I am better informed, understand tile activ-
ities on a much deeper level, and am better equipped to
deal with emergencies than before. I'm also more aware
of what's important to our customers and can work with
them to deliver tile best possible data product.
"I now provide better problem reports to system devel-
opers with a quick and easy way to document problems:
if a failure occurs, 1 dump all tile appropriate informa-
tion into a file and the file provides a history of events
surrounding the failure and a clear picture of the health,
status, and configuration of the station when it surfaced.
This way, the developers and maintainers have first-hand
information to work with-- and problems can be evaluated
to make sure they don't happen again."
3. A Software Developer+s Perspective.
"International standards apply to tile space and ground
communications portion of the DSN, and this eliminates
my need to create new communications software, and helps
me focus more on what the user needs to see and control.
International standards have made it easier for nay divi-
sion to assemble a substantial library of space-application
modules, many developed by foreign programmers.
"Most of nay software engineering efforts are focused
on building maintainable code, and interfacing it to tested
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and proven software. One major change is that there is
greater emphasis on designing fault tolerance into the sys-
tem. One way we do this is by integrating common moni-
tor and control modules into the software architecture that
enable remote monitoring of hardware and software per-
formance.
"There is a mix of computer platforms in the Ground
Information System; all use identical operating systems.
Those that are roughly equal in capability can be dynam-
ically assigned tasks. This makes the information system
more dependable by making it tolerant to isolated com-
puter failures. Network, computer, and software architec-
tures are carefully designed to be interoperable and fault-
tolerant. They must be--the DSN supports many more
real-time users than it did ten years ago. These users are
expecting portions of their data within seconds of capture
and want to send real-time signals to their space instru-
ments.
"The human interfaces that I design involve text,
sound, and graphics--and sometimes include voice and
video. The format of these data types has been standard-
ized, and many human-interface application modules are
available_ither commercially or from software libraries.
I work closely with human factors engineers and users to
provide all the features they need to do their job at one
location--at their workstation. The computer has also be-
come the focus of communications between operators and
engineers like myself, which simplifies their access to me.
"I obtain the majority of my application modules from
software libraries. My development team tends to use
object-oriented software modules; the porting of modules
to other machines is easier and faster. One measure of my
success as a programmer is how many people want to reuse
my code for their applications; the usefulness of my code
to other programmers is very important to me."
B. Computer Hardware
The 1990s will see extremely high-speed electronic sys-
tems that will be increasingly compact, mobile, and light-
weight. IIigh-speed computer systems will include multi-
ple high-speed microprocessors with increased parallelism;
memories with ever-increasing densities; and specialized
high-performance chips, such as video chips with both
analog and digital memory interfaces and voice-processor
chips with adaptive recognition capability.
The growing power of functions at tile chip level enables
greater degrees of parallelism. It will become more feasible
to dedicate a processor of the proper kind to each element
of a system in subsumptive architectures with hierarchic
arrangements of functions in increasingly detailed layers
of computation, and systolic data-flow architectures with
patterns of specialized processors arranged in data-flow
orientation.
Initially, the DSN computers were JPL-built controll-
ers, which gave way to minicomputers of several kinds,
tending toward microcomputers today. Recently there has
been some work to seek very-large-scale-integration solu-
tions for some of the functions of the DSN.
1. Computers. The DSN will probably require mi-
crocomputer, minicomputer, and mainframe levels of ca-
pability in its future architecture. Mainframes, if used,
will probably be located at the Central Site, with mini-
computers and microcomputers distributed at the Central
Site and DSCC's.
a. Microprocessors. Since the late 1970s, there has
been a steady increase in the capability of microcomputer
chips in execution speed, addressing capability, input and
output (I/O) bandwidth, and instruction sets. This trend
is expected to continue, with processing speed increasing
by a factor of 10 or so every five years.
Compatibility between successive members of a man-
ufacturer's line is reasonably good, at least at the level
of users of commercial software packages and operating
systems, although significant rework has often been nec-
essary on the part of software suppliers to support a new
version of a workstation microcomputer chip. The trend
to graphical user interfaces (GUI's) has helped to disguise
the extensive modification required to support new work-
stations.
Mainframes are emerging with higher speeds and larger
storage capability, which solidifies the mainframe as the
machine of choice for large numbers of users running
database-oriented applications (e.g., in business). For sci-
entific users running computation-oriented applications,
the appearance of the new mainframes provides additional
powerful analytic tools and the potential for new discov-
eries.
Today's microcomputers operate up to over 75 million
instructions per second (MIPS), 22 million floating point
operations per second (MFLOPS), with over 800 Mbytes
of internal mass storage. External devices may extend the
storage to over 10 Gbytes. So-called optical juke boxes
extend the mass storage to over 300 Gbytes.
The points of demarcation among the performances of
microcomputers, minicomputers, and mainframes, and be-
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tween workstations and systems are not firm. NCube,
Inc., for example, has introduced a computer capable of
speeds up to 1 billion floating point operations per second
(GFLOPS) using 512 processors, with up to 1 Gbyte of
storage, all in one cubic foot of space and weighing about
60 pounds. The computer is housed in a portable chassis
that fits into a personal computer carrying case.
Computer chip manufacturers predict that 1- to 2-
GFLOPS capability will exist at tile board level within ten
years The Intel Micro 2000, now in design, will contain
50-100 million transistors in four central processing units,
two vector processing units, a human interface unit of 4
million transistors to provide high-resolution, full-motion
graphics, and a 2-Mbyte cache to reduce off-chip reaches
for data. In addition, this chip is planned to be upwardly
compatible with the Intel 386 instruction set and would
run all software that currently runs on that processor.
b. Parallel Processors. Parallel processors fall into
two main categories: (1) single-instruction nmltiple-data
(SIMD) machines, in which many processors work with
the same program on vectors or arrays of data values,
and (2) multiple-instruction multiple-data (MIMD) ma-
chines, in which each machine has its own program and
the (more or less) independent machines communicate by
means of I/O interconnectlons. The SIMD machines are
particularly well-suited to calculation of multiple-degrees-
of-freedom problems, such as orbit determination, while
the MIMD machines are well-suited to simulation of com-
plex events.
All these machines currently require extensive rework-
ing of existing processing algorithms to take advantage
of parallel processing; unfortunately, none of the existing
implementations promises or even suggests compatibility
with later versions of parallel machines.
2. Digital Signal Processors. Digital signal pro-
cessing can be advantageously applied to several functions
of the DSN. These include receiving, transmission, switch-
ing, encoding and decoding for error correction, security,
storage, and retrieval.
Very-high-speed integrated circuits (VHSIC's) are ex-
pected to do complex signal processing dramatically faster
with smaller chips. This development will enable advanced
forms of modulation, synchronization, and coding. The re-
alization of the Viterbi algorithm on a chip is an example
of the application of this emerging technology.
Signal processors may operate as circuit boards man-
aged by external computers. Current capabilities of such
board-level devices include 150-MFLOPS 32-bit vector
processing, with 400-Mbps access to memory. The ability
to do fast floating-point operations permits a very flexible
sigalal-processing design. The speed of commercial digi-
tal signal processing boards is expected to keep pace with
computing speeds, growing at least by a factor of ten over
the next decade.
3. Storage. Storage technology is rapidly increasing
the capability to rapidly and reliably store and retrieve
iarge volumes of data. Three types Of devices are all cur-
rent areas of research: solid state, magnetic, and optical.
In 1990, the semiconductor industry announced the first
8-Mbyte dynamic random-access memory on a single 10- x
20-ram chip containing 40 million electronic components.
At present, 32-Mbytc and even 128-Mbyte soIid-state stor-
age chips are in development. Access times, meanwhile,
are falling steadily; whereas about 80 nsec is common now,
about 60 nsec will be the norm within one year in stan-
dard complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
technology, and 35 nsec may be achieved using bipolar
CMOS within another year. JPL is presently developing a
4-Gbyte, 320-Mbps vertical block line device, with an ex-
pected latency under 100 msec. By the years 2000-2010, it
is not unreasonable to project solid-state devices reaching
1 Gbyte on a single chip, with 20-nsec access.
Magnetic device performance will also continue to rise
dramatically. Magnetic tape is expected to reach 1-10
terabytes per reel, with a transfer rate ranging from 300
Mbps to 1 Gbps by the 2000-2010 time frame. Mag-
netic disks are expected to reach 0.15 Gbyte/cm 2 by then,
with only about 1-psec latency. JPL is currently conduct-
ing research in the application of tunneling microscopy to
magnetic memory, which could reach densities of about
1 terabyte/cm 2 by the year 2020.
A less dramatic rise is being predicted for optical stor-
age technology. Currently, digital optical tape systems
are capable of 50 Gbytes per cartridge and a 24-Mbps sus-
tained data-transfer rate, with seek times of less than 4 sec
per Gbyte. The optical diffraction limit will permit only
up to about 1 terabyte per cartridge, and only about a
30-Mbps readout is expected. Similarly, optical disks are
projected to limit at about 45 Mbytes/cm _ with 1-psec
latency. Because of these limitations and the projected
3:1 superior performance of magnetic technology, it has
been questioned whether there will be a market for high-
performance optical storage technology.
4. Hardware Integration. The Department of De-
fense (DoD) is developing multichip-module fabrication
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and packaging technology that drastically decreases tile
volume, power, heat, and cost of high-performance compu-
tational systems, while increasing their speed, reliability,
and effectiveness. The concept of three-dimensional (3-D)
packaging is not new, but only recently have vendors made
significant progress in implementing the process. The DoD
has identified multichip-module technology as an enabling
technology and plans to establish multiple manufacturing
sources for each type. Figure 8 illustrates the concept.
A number of techniques are being explored. A tIughes
Aircraft 3-D computer uses 4-in. diameter wafers. Other
systems utilize bare chips (the dies themselves), some of
which are trimmed to remove line drivers. Line drivers
are rarely needed since the distances are reduced and no
pinning is involved. The systems are considerably cooler,
since as much as 85 percent of the power budget and heat
budget for a chip is used by line drivers.
The multichip modules or wafers are interconnected
by very-high-speed links. For example, a IIughes mod-
ule has an internal rate of 160 Gbps, and a Texas Instru-
ments network operates at 20 Gbps on the module and
at 800 Mbps between modules. The various packaging
techniques used by vendors often utilize off-the-shelf com-
mercial chips, such as static random-access memory, dy-
namic random-access memory, central processors, commu-
nications processors, and digital signal processors. Repair
of these systems will usually be done by replacing a mod-
ule or wafer. Since there are typically only three to five
types of modules, the parts problem could be minimal.
The systems currently being developed are for weapons
control. They are programmable (sometimes in multi-
ple languages) and reconfigurable. Other potential ap-
plications presently under consideration include avionics
control, general-purpose supercomputer workstations, and
sensor analysis systems.
A system being developed by the Environmental Re-
search Institute of Michigan has performance goals of 30
MFLOPS and 15 MIPS. It will fit in 200 cubic inches and
is expected to cost about $85,000 in volume quantities.
The same capability in 10 years is projected to cost less
than $10,000 (in current year dollars).
5. Reliability. The GIS has a functional availabil-
ity goal of over 99 percent in the envisioned time period.
This may be approached by a fault-tolerant design with
appropriate fault detection, isolation, and recovery tech-
nology. One key need is for highly reliable components
in each subsystem. This section summarizes a forecast of
computer-oriented reliability issues.
a. Current Architectures. In 1975, the mean time be-
tween failures (MTBF) for disk drives was only about 3000
hours. Today, the MTBF for the newest physically small
units is quoted in the 200,000-hour range. Much of the
increased reliability has been attributed to the reduction
in size. Tile 1991 disks are 3.5-in. units that hold as much
as ten times more data and have transfer rates five times
faster than the 1975 units.
Failure rates for tape units have not improved as dra-
matically, but helical scan devices have jumped in relia-
bility from 28,000 hours MTBF to 40,000 hours MTBF
within tlle last year, validated by field experience.
The next most frequent failures encountered in com-
puter systems occur in the cabling and connection equip-
ment and on the boards themselves. Flexing and stress,
due to temperature and mechanical variations, create
socket and tracing breaks. Years of age on connective and
board components becomes a major contributing factor.
Tile incidence of memory and processor failures, after ini-
tial so-called infant mortality, has been so rare that indus-
try figures are not usually published.
b. Advanced Architectures. The environmental condi-
tions that DoD's advanced integrated architectures (such
as wafer and composite module devices) are intended to
survive exceed those found in the conventional computer
room: mechanical shock tests up to 168,000 g's (required
for impact, and rail guns), thermal cycling from liquid
nitrogen to boiling oil temperatures, vacuum tests, and
radiation tests.
The failures that are experienced are inside the chips
and dies themselves. Chip failures occur due to operat-
ing temperatures and radiation, usually not to mechanical
stress in these packages. Tile design process can provide
for cooling by convection or conduction flow where neces-
sary.
Most of these dense packaging designs have built-in re-
dundancy. Some have 50-percent spare components; oth-
ers have up to 200-percent redundancy in connectivity
(much of which can be switched dynamically); and still
others have fully active switching to bypass components
that are failing. These design features further enhance the
reliability of the unit.
It appears that new, dense packaging architectures
present a number of advantages over present traditional
designs because the number of connections is significantly
reduced. Shock failures due to physical or thermal events
are virtually eliminated. All these attributes contribute
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to significant increases in the reliability of the solid-state
units and systems.
C. Software
The 1980s witnessed the advent of major efforts to stan-
dardize many aspects of computing, including program-
ming languages, operating system interfaces, and network
protocols. By the year 2000, most of these efforts will have
resulted in wide adoption of international standards. The
standards process will provide a common basis on which
to build distributed computer systems.
1. Open Software and Standards. A major concept
is that of open systems. Although not rigorously defined,
ill this context the term open refers to the willingness of a
computer or software vendor to offer products compatible
with those available from its competitors, usually because
they mutually agree on standards. Open systems bene-
fit users because they yield greater independence in the
procurement of hardware and software.
Planning for an open system makes it possible to im-
plement highly portable, hardware-independent, scalable
computing systems through tlle use of existing software
technology, an awareness of trends, and by adhering to a
plan for compatibility.
The following paragraphs summarize various develop-
ments ill the evolution of open systems that will have im-
portant implications for the DSN GIS. Large-scale com-
puter applications often rely on capabilities beyond those
specified by a programming language definition. For ex-
ample, file system services, process creation, and network
I/O are support functions that require additional specifi-
cation. The universe defined by this broader specification
is called an application enviromnent.
Several related (and mutually consistent) efforts to
set a standard application environment are under way.
The following discussion is based on the Open Software
Foundation (OSF)/Application Environment Specification
(AES). AES is itself based on various other standards
(both adopted and emerging) as noted. The discussion
is intended to indicate current directions in the evolution
of open systems.
a. Programming Languages. At the present time, the
C programming language is the language of choice for sys-
tems software. C is a middle-level language originally de-
veloped to replace assembly code for the most demand-
ing systems' programming tasks. C language deals with
the same sort of objects that most computers do, namely,
characters, numbers, and addresses. It may be used in
the GIS for applications that strongly manipulate operat-
ing system resources and the computer platform, such as
operating systems, compilers, editors, and low-level I/O
software.
C++, a superset of C, is a general-purpose language.
C++ was designed for larger, more structured applica-
tions than C, and provides flexible and efficient facilities
for defining new data types. C++ hides much of the ap-
plication functionality behind object interfaces, hence it is
referred to as an object-oriented language. It will be appli-
cable to the GIS by providing a tool for the rapid develop-
ment of highly portable, structured application programs.
It is applicable to human-interface displays and database
management systems.
Common LISP has proved to be a useful and stable
platform for rapid prototyping and systems development in
artificial intelligence and other areas. Artificial intelligence
applications written in Common LISP are also success-
fully integrated with software written in other languages,
including C, C++, Fortran, and Ada. The unique ca-
pabilities of Common LISP, which include memory and
data structure management, flexible typing, symbolic rep-
resentation, processing capabilities, and functional pro-
gramming style, ensure that the language will remain tlle
dominant language for most AI research and application
software for the foreseeable future.
Extension languages support a new style of program-
ruing that has emerged in recent years called language-
based programming. With this style, a programmer pre-
sented with requirements develops a special-purpose lan-
guage in which a program that satisfies tlle requirements
can be expressed succinctly and clearly. The ultimate pro-
gram is written in this higher level, special-purpose lan-
guage. This style allows easy experinaentation, testing,
and evolution of the application much more readily than
do more traditional top-down, or structured, programming
styles.
In the future, more and more programs will be designed
and implemented as multilayer language systems, with the
upper layers calling languages implemented ill lower lay-
ers. IIigh levels of abstraction will be provided by upper
layers, allowing applications to be programmed in very
few lines of code. Portability will be routinely achieved
by defining one of the interlayer boundaries as a portabil-
ity boundary, with machine-dependent code allowed only
below the boundary. Any code above the boundary will
port from one machine to another without change. Table 6
summarizes the languages that may be considered as open
languages.
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b. Operating Systems. The 1980s saw several impor-
tant trends in scientific and engineering computing. The
first and most important was the emergence of UNIX
as the dominant operating system. The wide availabil-
ity of UNIX also encouraged the development of highly
distributed computing systems based on the client-server
model.
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) has recently adopted Standard 1003.1-1990, the
Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX.1). This
document defines a C-language interface to an operating
system (i.e., UNIX). POSIX.1 is also an International Or-
ganization for Standardization (ISO) standard (ISO 9945-
1: 1990). The two major players in the open operating
system field, UNIX International and the Open Software
Foundation, have pledged compliance with POSIX.1 for
their respective operating system products.
c. User Interfaces. The X Window System from Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology Project Athena has es-
tablished itself as the dominant technology for window-
ing systems under UNIX. Standards for X Windows are
developed under American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) committee X3H3.
At a higher level, the most clearly drawn battle line in
open systems is perhaps between the OSF/Motif and Sun
OpenLook graphical user interfaces, At the present time
Motif is proprietary software; OSF publishes the standard
and tile software itself must be licensed from OSF individ-
ually for each workstation. Efforts are under way to build
a virtual interface supporting either technology.
d. Network Services. AES supports tile Internet suite,
plus other selected Internet services developed at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, for UNIX networking. AES
also includes support for selected Open Systems Intercon-
nection (OSI) protocols.
From tile standpoint of software architecture, the choice
of network protocol is often incidental, since it is usually
hidden by higher layers in the distributed computing en-
vironment (see Section III.C).
2. Distributed Computing. Tlle concurrent explo-
sive growth ill tile power of inexpensive computers and
availability of network technology has led to widespread
adoption of distributed systems in which large mnnbers of
loosely coupled computers communicate over local area
networks. The problems of designing software systems
that can take advantage of diffuse computing power are
many and derive mainly from the additional complexity of
simply ]laving more semi-independent components,
Any monolithic computer system can be distributed
by the ad hoc insertion of system boundaries and corre-
sponding communications support. A properly designed
distributed application, by contrast, will be built upon a
framework that provides a portable programming interface
and subsumes much of the complexity that accompanies
distributed computing.
OSF's Distributed Computing Environment (DCE)
technology includes support for building distributed ap-
plications in the UNIX environment. The following dis-
cussion highlights the key capabilities of DCE, again to
demonstrate the current state of open systems evolution.
a. Remote Procedure Call. Client-server computing, in
which a process requests actions on the part of another
process, is a useful abstraction for exploiting the power of
distributed computing systems. With the necessary com-
munications support, processes on different computers can
be made to cooperate to bring greater processing power to
a single task.
A remote procedure call (RPC) is a logical extension
of the local procedure call model used by many program-
ming languages. RPC technology allows the programmer
to specify interactions among components of a distributed
system through a convenient and consistent method. In
addition to the obvious benefit of making distributed ap-
plications easier to write, RPC also insulates those appli-
cations from the details of specific processor architectures
and network implementations. It therefore contributes to
the portability of such applications. A well-written RPC
application, for example, can operate among several ven-
dors' systems, and use different network protocols (e.g.,
Internet or OSI) simultaneously without code changes.
b. Naming Service. The added flexibility that can be
obtained from distributed computing leads immediately to
a problem of information management. A client process,
for example, needs to know ]low to contact a server process
on another computer. If the binding of service to computer
is deferred for as long as possible, reconfiguration can be
accomplished, when necessary, with minimal side effects.
A naming service is a mechanism for storing and dis-
tributing such information throughout a network. Well-
written applications should exploit the naming service for
any information that may be subject to change. Source
code is thereby insulated from such changes, and greater
run-time configuration flexibility is afforded.
c. Threads. Figure 9 shows a process requesting data
from an upstream server and responding to data requests
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from a downstream client. The reading and writing ac-
tivities are not directly coupled; a cache buffer is inserted
so that a temporary decrease in output data rate does not
cause a corresponding slowdown in input flow and process-
ing. In addition to reading and writing data, the process
also communicates with a monitor and control process. It
has therefore, several semi-independent flows of control.
The general problem of multiplexing loosely synchro-
nized activities has been addressed through a variety of
mechanisms. Real-time systems typically provide a rich
set of tools (scheduling primitives, interrupt service rou-
tines, etc.) but generally at the cost of increased complex-
ity and reduced portability. Multitasking systems (e.g.,
UNIX) provide mechanisms based on interprocess com-
nmnication, but these are often expensive in performance
overhead.
Perhaps the most useful conceptual model for this prob-
lem is the thread. A thread is simply the flow of control
within a process. Because all threads in a process exist in
a single address space, they can communicate efficiently
through shared memory. Synchronization among threads
is accomplished via scheduling primitives provided by the
threads implementation.
The threads model simplifies the design of multiplexed
processes by decomposing them into a collection of threads
whose temporal relationships are explicitly specified. Con-
sidering the example in Fig. 9, the decompositions might
be as follows:
(1) Read. Wait for server input. Read and process data.
Wait for room in output cache. Queue output. Re-
peat.
(2) Write. Wait for client request. Wait for data in
output cache. Write data. Repeat.
(3) Monitor. Wait for timer to expire. Report program
status. Repeat.
(4) Control. Wait for control input. Respond to direc-
tive. Repeat.
An IEEE standard for threads (POSIX 1003.4a) is cur-
rently in development.
d. Security Technology. Distributed computing sys-
tems need reliable methods for authentication, authoriza-
tion, and the assurance of integrity and privacy of messages
sent across the network. The DCE security technology is
based on Project Athena's Kerberos (Version 5) service.
Kerberos provides private authentication services and se-
cure message Service. The DCE authorization function is
provided independently via POSIX-compliant access con
trol lists.
e. Distributed File System. Another useful abstractior
for building distributed systems is the distributed file sys-
tem (DFS). A DFS is an efficient method for application-
transparent sharing of file-oriented data among computers.
While not appropriate for stream transfers, a distributed
file system can nonetheless simplify certain data exchange
problems, particularly distribution of software across the
network.
3. Database Technology. The DSN has tradition-
ally developed custom storage and retrieval methodologies
for most of its database management systems (DBMS's).
Experience at JPL and throughout industry demonstrates
the wide applicability of relational database systems, par-
ticularly when implemented in a client-server mode of op-
eration.
Relational DBM's. Such systems have been in use for
approximately 20 year._ and have achieved reliability, per-
formance, recoverability, operability, and security levels
acceptable to most applications. Furthermore, related
computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools, pro-
gram generators, report writers, windowing interfaces, dis-
tributed operations, and parallel operation are becoming
available.
The Structured Query Language (SQL) has been ac-
cepted as an ANSI-standard relational database interface
language. Virtually all relational database systems, and
many non-relational database systems, provide an SQL
interface.
Object-Oriented DBM's. Objects are data that have
semantic definitions and procedures attached to them.
They are examples of abstract data types. Object-oriented
DBM's are designed to support the storage, manipulation,
retrieval, and safety of objects. Itowever, there is cur-
rently no single, consistent, accepted model or standard for
object-oriented languages and systems. Object-oriented
DBMS's may take years to be standardized.
Text DBM's. Most of the world's data exist in textual
form. Text DBM's have been around since at least 1980.
They were initially developed for use in the intelligence
community for searching the enormous volume of public
information found in publications. Text DBMS's are now
emerging as tools to be applied in office automation, publi-
cation, and documentation. Text DBMS's suffer from the
same weaknesses as object-oriented DBMS's. They have
no single codification, definition, theory, or de facto stan-
dards. Current efforts in industry are being expended to
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broaden tile capabilities of text DBMS's to include image
and graphical data.
Based on history, it appears that at least 20 years of in-
tensive use and development are required to provide a user
with a mature DBMS. Object-oriented and text DBMS's
have neither the single solid theoretical base that relational
systems have nor do they have a champion. Without such
cornerstones the systems may not progress, mature, and
become reliable before 2010. Therefore, based on history
and present reality, relational DBMS's are viewed as the
most likely candidates for database management systems
for the DSN in the 2000-2010 era.
4. Algorithms and Heuristics.
a. AI and Knowledge Systems. Expert and knowledge-
based systems, more generally called knowledge systems
represent specialized areas of AI that have developed
rapidly over the last ten years. It has been estimated
that there are currently over 10,000 deployed, operational
knowledge systems in the United States in many different
areas of industry, services, and government. For example,
at JPL, the Spacecraft ttealth Automated Reasoning Pro-
totype (StIARP) knowledge system has been successfully
applied to Voyager and Magellan real-time link analysis
operations and Galileo operations.
Knowledge systems are computer systems that pro-
vide automated support to human workers, or high de-
grees of autonomy to large-scale systems. This technology
has opened many entirely new classes of aerospace appli-
cations to computer automation, such as fault diagnosis,
fault isolation and repair, resource planning and schedul-
ing, design, and intelligent interfaces to computer systems.
Knowledge systems extend the capability of information
systems by manipulating data at many levels of abstrac-
tion in ways that were previously impossible or achieved
only by humans.
The combination of high-performance hardware, soft-
ware algorithms, heuristics, and technology from many
areas of computer science allows knowledge systems to
address application problems that were previously not
amenable to computer-based solutions, such as dynamic
replanning and expert fault diagnosis. In the GIS, knowl-
edge systems will play a major, enabling role in the au-
tomation of operations, data management and analysis,
and in the achievement of higher degrees of autonomy in
the next generation of DSCC's.
b. Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic. A neural net-
work is an AI technique that is used to mimic the way
the human brain works. A significant benefit of neural
networks is their ability to exhibit acceptable computa-
tion performance in the presence of noisy or incomplete
data. Although neural networks are most frequently im-
plemented in software, the most impressive performance
results from neural networks realized ill hardware. Optics
is a technology particularly well suited for implementing
neural computers because of the relative ease with which
a programmable, massive interconnection network can be
optically synthesized. Experimental work along these lines
is currently under way at the California Institute of Tech-
nology and elsewhere. At JPL, hardware neural network
chips for resource allocation problems have been success-
fully developed using VLSI techniques.
Another interdisciplinary area of study related to AI
and mathematics is fuzzy logic, originally proposed and
mathematically formalized in the 1960s and only now un-
dergoing widespread application. As an alternative to
probabilistic reasoning, fuzzy logic provides methods for
dealing with imprecise data and incomplcte information
in decision making. These techniques have been success-
fully used in a wide range of control applications, in-
cluding space shuttle rendezvous and docking, elevator
scheduling, and control of braking on subways. Like neu-
ral networks, fuzzy logic controllers can be implemented
in special-purpose hardware, yielding impressive perfor-
mance improvements over conventional controllers in many
applications. Although these technologies are still experi-
mental, it is expected that neural networks and fuzzy logic
controllers in both hardware and software forms will find
use in a variety of application problems in the GIS.
D. Data Transport
The data transport function transfers digital data
among GIS computers over local and wide area networks.
Government and industry are moving towards standard
transport protocols, including message formats, for reli-
able and timely transmission. The goal is an environment
where heterogeneous computers are capable of communi-
cating among themselves by virtue of mutual implementa-
tion of ISO-standard protocols.
The protocols provide various services commonly or-
ganized into layers by the ISO OSI reference model (see
Fig. 10). This section is roughly organized in terms of
these layers. The protocols, while they are ISO standards,
are often referred to as the OSI suite. For its part, the
Federal government has chosen to require ISO-standard
protocols. Within the large number of ISO protocols and
options, the government has specified a subset of proto-
cols for Federal networks and has published the list as the
Government OSI Profile (GOSIP).
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At tile lower layers, protocols are required to move data
reliably and accurately within local area networks (LAN's)
and wide area networks (WAN's). The maximum trans-
port speed of these networks depends on the physical char-
acteristics of the medium, the transmitter and receiver
technology, and the protocol processing speed. At inter-
mediate layers, protocols must provide reliable process-to-
process communication among different subnetworks. The
goal of the intermediate layers is to interconnect multiple
subnetworks to fol:m a single logical network (an internet-
work). The higher layers provide special services ranging
from data compression to specific message and handshake
procedures for file transfers and electronic mail.
The following sections summarize tile current state of
the art, forecast trends, and describe the impact of those
trends:
1. Media. The physical properties of communications
media limit the bit rate and transmission distance of dig-
ital links. Speed, limitations, and usage trends of several
vital media in tile GIS communications architecture are
summarized in the following section. Common-carrier cir-
cuits are also considered in this section.
a. Wire. Twisted-pair wire is the most common
medium-distance transmission medium (1-1000 m) and
may be used to transmit data at rates up to 100 Mbps (de-
pending on distance). It is often used for networks within
buildings because twisted-pair wire is already a part of the
installed telephone plant, relatively inexpensive, and easy
to maintain. This medium will continue to be available be-
cause of the large installed base; however, it is primarily
useful at older facilities.
It is expected that twisted-pair wire will be used in
the future within locally instrumented areas to connect
computers to peripherals and instrumentation by using
such standard interchange standards as RS-232, RS-422,
or IEEE 488. It will be an important medium for DSN
monitor and control circuits.
Coaxial cable can support higher data rates than twist-
ed pairs without emitting spurious radiation. Rates of
hundreds of Mbps can be supported in both baseband and
broadband implementations. Such current LAN standards
as Ethernet 10 Base 2 (Thinuet) and 10 Base 5 (Standard)
are relatively easy to implement. A popular monitor and
control standard, the Manufacturing Automation Protocol
(MAP), which includes a token-passing bus LAN standard
(ISO 8802-4)' is also implemented with coaxial cable.
The number of coaxial cable-based LAN's will likely
decline because of the increased commercial availability
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of high-rate, low-cost optical fiber components. New-
generation LAN's based on optical fiber, such as the Fiber
Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), will become the LAN's
of choice.
b. Microwave. Terrestrial and satellite microwave sys-
tems provide high-capacity channels (hundreds of Mbps)
and relatively rapid installation. Although subject to
weather degradation and environmental disturbances, they
are not encumbered with installation problems; they are
ideal for backup or alternative routing. Recent develop-
ment of commercial LAN's that use 18-GHz signals for
communications may be applicable; however, the radia-
tion of wireless networks may interfere with sensitive ex-
periments at the DSS's.
One problem with satellite communications is the prop-
agation delay associated with transmitting via geostation-
ary satellites. At heights of approximately 35,000 kin, the
one-way delay is about 0.25 sec, depending on the eleva-
tion of the satellite above the horizon. This delay may
significantly affect data throughput if the network uses
error-correction methods usually associated with terres-
trial communications.
qS'ends show increasing use of very small aperture ter-
minals (VSAT's) for WAN applications to communicate
with terminals in unreachable areas and for mobile com-
munications. The primary usefulness of microwave com-
munications in the DSN will be to provide redundant WAN
routing paths for critical missions and temporary comnm-
nications.
c. Optical Fiber. Optical fiber has the bandwidth to
enable terabit-per-second transmission rates. Fiber not
only has high bandwidth, but it also has the benefits of
low noise and signal attenuation (see Fig. 11), with the
result that high-rate data can be transmitted over long
distances (e.g., 2 km with multimode fiber and over 40 km
with single-mode fiber). Fiber has advantages in security,
safety, immunity to electromagnetic interference, and re-
duced weight and size.
While multilnode fiber is less expensive, single-mode
fiber is the medium of choice for high-speed digital trans-
port, and the number of installations will lik_ly grow. Re-
search is focused on signaling at higher rates. Current sig-
naling records are 350 Gbps. Another research thrust is in
wavelength multiplexing; the result is increased utilization
of the optical bandwidth by the estal)lishing of multiple
conmmnications channels at different wavelengths over a
single fiber. The primary impact on the GIS architecture
will be higher data rates over LAN's and common-carrier
WAN circuits.
d. Common Carriers and ISDN. There are two major
trends that will affect the services offered by the common
carriers: the trend to convert long-haul links to optical
trunks and the offering of digital interfaces directly to the
users. The first trend has been spurred by the adoption
of the International Telegraph and Telephone Consulta-
tive Committee (CCITT) Synchronous Digital IIierarchy
(SDtI, formerly SONET) standards for optical networks
and the second by the increasing availability of Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN) central office switches.
ISDN is an international standard for providing digital
circuits directly to the user and will eventually replace
current analog circuits for voice, data, and image (i.e.,
facsimile and video) transmission.
Synchronous Digital IIierarchy. The SDH standard for
optical phone company networks will enable the use of a hi-
erarchy of service data rates significantly higher than the
current CCITT-standard G.702 hierarchy (Table 7). At
the present time, many corporate users, including JPL's
Information Systems Division, are using 45-Mbps DS-3
trunks to replace multiple 1.5-Mbps DS-1 circuits. It is
expected that OC-1 (51.84 Mbps) will replace many of
these circuits when SDH is fully implemented. Note that
tile SDH hierarchy goes to 2.4 Gbps. Most of the data
speeds in this hierarchy are for internal telephone com-
pany support networks. Availability of these high-speed
trunks for other users will depend on market demand.
Terrestrial and undersea installation of fiber will make
these higher rates available between the DSCC's and JPL.
Also, replacing satellite links with fiber will eliminate the
typical 0.25-see propagation delay associated with each
satellite hop and will significantly reduce bit errors. It is
predicted that by the year 2000 all global links associated
with the GIS will be fiber.
Table 8 summarizes the major differences between
satellite and fiber circuits. Based on industry projec-
tions, optical fiber leased-circuit cost for the year 2000
time frame may be as little as 10 percent of today's rates.
ISDN. For lower data rates (< 1.5 Mbps, narrowband
ISDN), user service is provided on three types of circuits
(Table 9). The D channels are used for common-channel
signaling and (optional) packet transmission; the D chan-
nel has its own OSI protocol stack. The basic user B chan-
nel may carry voice, high-speed fax data, slow-speed video,
or computer data; the protocol is at the user's discretion.
Three kinds of connections may be set up with B chan-
nels: circuit-switched (similar to today's dial-up service),
packet-switched (user is connected to a packet switch), and
semipermanent (user has the equivalent of today's dedi-
cated circuit).
Current commercial services include basic and primary-
rate service (Table 10). These digital services are direct
improvements over slower 9.6- to 19.2-kbps links currently
used over the GIS, and their implementation will enable
a higher volume of data traffic between the DSCC's and
JPL.
Future offerings built on optical fiber capability will
make higher data rates available in a service called broad-
band ISDN (B-ISDN). B-ISDN will eventually permit
switched services up to 2.4 Gbps. This service will also en-
able video conferencing and transmission of high-definition
television on a switched, on-demand basis. It is also ex-
pected to enable a variable amount of bandwidth on de-
mand, so that the user will pay only for the bandwidth
required at a given time.
2. Lower Layer Technology. Network technology
can be organized into three general classes, depending on
the network dimensions. Each class has a need for lower
layer protocols. At the lowest level are networks that in-
terconnect computer boards in high-speed real-time appli-
cations. At the next level, computers within buildings may
be interconnected through LAN's. At the highest level are
WAN's that extend over longer distances. WAN's usually
depend on common carriers for the links anaong comput-
ers.
a. Processor-Board Buses. Board-level computers may
be linked with serial or parallel buses. Simplicity and rel-
atively low speeds can bc met with serial copper buses.
tIigh-speed links over optical fiber using such technology
as FDDI may be common by the year 2000.
Tightly coupled computer systems with very high data
rates among the computers are better served with parallel
buses. Current buses are 32 bits wide; 64-bit buses are
emerging, with future growth expected to 256 bits. Several
standard buses are summarized in Table 11.
It is expected that the number of tightly coupled pro-
cessors will continue to grow to take advantage of parallel-
processing techniques and processor miniaturization. Fur-
ther, lO0+ MIPS workstation computers are emerging that
will be used in distributed processing applications, such
as on-site, front-end processing of spacecraft signals and
back-end high-volume imaging data processing. Research
efforts will continue to extend bus widths and integrate
more functions on a chip.
b. Local Area Networks. LAN's provide loosely coupled
communications between computers typically within a 2-
km distance. Their numbers have climbed because of the
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growth in personal computers and the need of users to
share resources and information. Several standard LAN's
are summarized in Table 12.
Current data rates range from 4 to 100 Mbps. The
FDDI network, which runs at 100 _,{bps, is designed for
high-speed mainframe-to-mainframe and LAN-backbone
applications. It is expected that the speeds of these types
of networks will continue to climb and their useful dis-
tances will increase with improvements in fiber-optic tech-
nology.
The most significant standard is FDDI. It has a 2-kin
range between nodes. Multimode fiber is specified in the
standard to minimize implementation costs; however, as
discussed in Section III.D, the use of higher cost single-
mode fiber may permit extensions up to 40 kin. The FDDI
network is ideal for interconnecting other packet-oriented
networks, such as Ethernet and token rings. FDDI-II, a
significant departure from FDDI, is emerging with unique
capabilities. With the ability to integrate circuit-switched
traffic with bursty LAN traffÉc, FDDI-II can concurrently
support data, digital voice, and video traffic.
Research and development efforts are focused on higher
speed optical LAN's. Some vendors are developing wireless
LAN's to operate at radio frequencies and in the infrared
spectrum; this effort is not leading to new breakthroughs
in speeds, only to increased flexibility in placing worksta-
tions within an office.
c. Wide Area Networks. The ttigh-Level Data Link
Control (HDLC) protocol is a common ISO-standard link
protocol for providing reliable service at the data-link
layer. Errors are detected by using a 16-bit cyclic re-
dundancy check (CRC) algorithm. Error recovery may
be done in one of two ways:
(1) Go-back-N: When an error is detected in a data
frame, the receiver notifies the sender of the faulty
frame; the sender retransmits it along with every
frame that followed.
(2) Selective retransmission: When an error is detected,
the recciver notifies the sender; the sender retrans-
mits only the frame in question.
Most terrestrial networks Use the Go-back-N algorithm.
IIowever, noise on satellite circuits highly degrades the per-
formance of high-speed satellite links when using this al-
gorithm because of the 0.5-see round-trip delays; selective
retransmission is preferred in such cases.
GOSIP specifies CCITT X.25 as the WAN protocol
of choice. It is a three-layer (physical, data-link, and
network) packet network standard. Its link-level proto-
col is link access procedure balanced (LAPB), a version
of IIDLC but. without selective retransmission features.
Therefore, it is limited to lower speed satellite links, or
optical fiber links.
With X.25, data are packetized into basic 128-byte pro-
tocol data units (unless the overall network has been de-
signed for larger packets). At the network layer, X.25 soft-
ware establishes a path across multiple computers from
the sender to the receiver through the use of a connection-
request packet, and the data packets flow across this vir-
tual circuit until the connection is terminated.
Frame relay is an emerging protocol that will enable
higher throughput over common carrier circuits by reduc-
ing the number of acknowledgments, as compared with
X.25. Research and development, effort.s are focused on
nfinimizing delays due to protocol overhead and providing
dynamic bandwidth allocation and optimal routing algo-
rithms.
3. Internetwork Communications. When there is
connectivity between LAN's and WAN's, additional users
are able to share resources, access common databases, and
exchange data. Standard internetwork protocols provide
routing among the subnetworks and process-to-process
communications, and lay the foundation for valuable ap-
plication services, such as electronic mail, file management
and file transfer. Research goals are to make details at
this level of communication transparent to users, increase
information throughput, and reduce delays with efficient
software implementation architectures.
The most popular internetwork protocols today are two
Internet protocols: Transmission Control Protocol and ln-
ternet Protocol. Together they are capable of providing in-
terprocess communications among applications on widely
separate computers and networks. TCP operates on the
principle of virtual-circuit connectivity; that is, it estab-
lishes a path to the destination process with a connection
request packet, transfers the data sequentially and reli-
ably, and after completion of the transfer, terminates the
connection.
GOSIP specifies a pair of ISO protocols that perform
the same services as TCP/IP: Connectionless Network
Protocol (CLNP) and Transport Protocol Class 4 (TP4).
They are similar to TCP/IP but are not interoperable be-
cause of different addressing schemes and some other mi-
nor differences (see Table 13).
TCP/IP and TP4/CLNP protocols themselves are fair-
ly efficient; however, many current implementations are in-
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efficient because of how the code is executed and messages
are buffered. Intermediate protocol layers constitute an
area of continuing research to reduce delays in interpro-
cess communications and increase performance.
4. Application Services. Protocols in the upper lay-
ers of the OSI model provide powerful application-oriented
services for users of internetworks. They range from stan-
dard file transfer and electronic mail protocols to message
formats for robot applications. Several are extremely im-
portant to the DSN and will be summarized here.
a. File Transfer. The Internet file management pro-
tocol is the File Transfer Protocol (FTP). It is a popular
protocol for moving files from one host to another across
a network. It is based on TCP/IP connections.
OSI provides a more powerful file-oriented protocol,
File Transfer, Access, and Management (FTAM), that
may be used for distributed database applications, docu-
ment retrieval and updating (e.g., library information ser-
vices), and special messaging systems that transfer long
text messages.
FTAM is a two-party file transfer protocol; in other
words, there is a controller of the file activity (initiator)
who directs the action and a responder who responds to
the initiator in a passive role. All file transfer and ac-
cess operations occur between an initiator and respon-
der over connection-oriented paths (virtual circuits, i.e.,
CLNP/TP4). Three-party file transfer is a future consid-
eration that is expected to be available by the year 2000.
b. Electronic Mail. Electronic mail allows people
to exchange text messages over networks. Internet uses
the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). OSI specifies
CCITT X.400 as its message-handling service (MHS).
MHS is composed of a series of message-transfer agents
(intermediate computers) that are responsible for relaying
a message from the sender to the receiver. The transfer
agent serving the recipient need not be active when the
message leaves the originator's transfer agent; the mes-
sage can be stored at an intermediate location until the
recipient becomes operational.
c. Network Management. At the present time, the In-
ternet Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is
The OSI equivalent is called the Common Manage-
ment Information Protocol (CMIP). Although CMIP is
specified in the Government Network Management Profile
(GNMP), which is a network-management equivalent to
GOSIP, OSI network management services are only in a
state of definition and development today. The basic ser-
vice provides a capability to report events remotely, read
attributes of the network hardware, set a characteristic
(an attribute that can be set to influence the operation of
the network), set a characteristic if and only if the previ-
ous value was in a certain specified ranges, and demand
actions of the resource.
SNMP and CMIP are used to report the status and per-
formance of network elements (e.g., routers) to a network
management system. Typically the network elements gen-
erate events that require immediate management atten-
tion. The network management system logs in the events,
and depending on whether the option is requested, will
keep track of their frequency, and notify a person when a
threshold has been exceeded. The system will enable the
following services: fault management, accounting manage-
ment, configuration management, performance manage-
ment, and security management. All these functions are
expected to be fully developed by the year 2000.
d. Manufacturing Message Specification. Manufactur-
ing Message Specification (MMS) is an OSI-unique appli-
cation layer service that has no counterpart among the
Internet protocols, and it illustrates the thoroughness of
the OSI approach. MMS is a standard messaging service
that may be used within application programs for mon-
itor and control of instruments and robots. In a sense,
it is the monitor and control equivalent of an electronic
mail standard, only it provides a device interface (versus
an electronic mail-human interface). MMS also uses the
transport services of the OSI protocol stack.
5. Interfaces to Other Networks and GOSIP. The
GIS, although internally protected, will pass data through
communication servers to several external national net-
works, which in turn will connect to international, uni-
versity, and research center networks. These include the
NASCOM II, NASA Science Network, and Space Physics
Analysis Network (SPAN). Because of international ac-
ceptance of the OSI protocols, it is expected that all these
networks will interoperate with OSI protocols.
implemented on all new commercial bridges and routers. The CCSDS Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS) archi-
It is used to report the performance of network resources to tecture (CCSDS 701.0-B-I), which recommends standards
a central monitoring location. The trend is toward imple- for data transmission over special-purpose space data links
menting this protocol on all network elements, including and their associated interface networks also recommends
workstations and personal computers. OSI protocols. The CCSDS provides the following guid-
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ance: "Wherever possible and technically appropriate, in-
terfaces with the commercial network environment are pro-
vided so that the emerging infrastructure of commercial
OSI may be exploited."
E. Human Interfaces
A variety of technologies that provide improved meth-
ods for allowing users to interface with computer systems
will become available during the next decade. These inter-
face technologies focus on improvement in the amount of
information that the user can perceive from a given inter-
face configuration. There are three general categories of
interface technologies: graphic visualization, hypermedia,
and AI.
1. Graphic Visualization. Graphic visualization
may be of potential use in GIS human interfaces in the
following areas:
(1) Representing multidimensional data in images on
computer graphics displays and in a form that al-
lows people to perceive, amplify, and interpret the
data.
(2) Synthesizing data into animated models. Animation
time may represent an actual time variable in the
data, perhaps scaled, or it may be mapped from an
arbitrary variable in tile data, presenting novel op-
portunities for perception and discovery on the part
of the user.
(3) Interactively applying experimental transformations
and algorithms to explore tile effects on the data
(e.g., filters, Fourier transforms, color maps, projec-
tions, and nonlinear geometric mapping).
(4) Monitoring and debugging computer simulations of
physical components and processes through the use
of graphical representations of equipment (e.g., an-
tennas, spacecraft, etc.).
(5) Implementing virtual reality, where a computer and
peripheral devices create a complete sensory envi-
ronment for three-dimensional visualization applica-
ble to such interactive activities as design, training,
and remote control.
2. Hypermedia. Ilypermedia software technology
enables a user to retrieve data in various formats in one
or more display windows. The formats may include text,
graphics, animation, digital audio, and/or video. The data
may be retrieved nonlinearly, that is, users may interac-
tively traverse levels of description in a file fronl high-
level overview to low-level details, interactively trace cross-
references within a file and retrieve nonlocal references to
other files, or interactively connect with off-line databases
and application programs.
Hypermedia may be useful in the following DSN areas:
(1) Software development. The use of hypermedia may
minimize time that programmers typically spend
tracing cross-references in code by automating the
tracing of such cross-references. Multimedia com-
ments, such as text, diagrams, audio, and video, may
be inserted.
(2) Software engineering. Hypermedia enables such fea-
tures as an encyclopedia of software components
that supports software reuse, tracking of software
versions and changes, hardware configuration, etc.
(3) Requirements, design, training, and reference doc-
umentation. These documents are voluminous, ex-
pansive, and full of cross-references, the kind of com-
plex documents for which hypermedia was originally
devised.
(4) Browsing and searching knowledge bases. Hyper-
media is the natural technology for information re-
trieval from AI knowledge bases. The nonlinear
structure of hyperdocuments can easily be made to
mirror the inherently nonlinear structure of knowl-
edge bases (as compared with the linear structure of
relational databases).
3. Artificial Intelligence Support. AI techniques
that help translate raw data into knowledge may be ap-
plied in the following ways:
(1) Context sensitivity. Interpreting events and actions
based on the current context. In a scientific domain,
for example, context sensitivity can filter data by
using dynamic thresholding.
(2) Abstraction. Using AI techniques to abstract in-
formation and present summaries to the user. For
scientists, AI can be applied to data sets to identify
interesting features, summarize results and indicate
areas that warrant additional review by the scientist.
For engineering operators, AI can provide techniques
for knowing what state the entire system is in and
how ongoing activities are expected to affect that
state.
IV. Architectures
The GIS architecture described and recommended in
this section is intended to meet performance requirements
in the 2000-2010 time frame and provide adequate mar-
gins; minimize development, implementation, and opera-
tional costs; take advantage of technology expected to be
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available in the relevant time frame; and allow for a smooth
transition from the current architecture.
The overall GIS architecture (Fig. 12) is designed as
a single unified system from the front-end area to the
end user. Processing activities and network resources
(e.g., communication and database servers) are located at
the most appropriate points to meet performance require-
ments, and standard networks are used to move data from
one to another. Data buffers are provided at several points
in the architecture, in each case insulating upstream parts
of the architecture from the effects of failures downstream.
In particular, buffering is provided at each DSCC to ac-
commodate WAN outages.
Unbuffered real-time data exist only at the front end be-
tween the digital receivers and telemetry processors. Cur-
rently it is expected that the first level of buffering will be
provided at the point where frames (or CCSDS packets)
first exist, for example, at the output of the telemetry or
radio science subsystem. Subsequent processing stages are
based on client-server relationships. Data flow after the
data are packetized may be temporarily buffered before
transmission to control data flow. The goal at each stage
is to perform a clearly defined transformation that min-
imizes overall operational costs, including data transport
costs.
Multimission level 0 processing (LZP) is done at each
DSCC, to the extent possible with locally available data.
Final multimission level 0 merge (LZM) occurs at the Cen-
tral Site (JPL), where it first becomes possible to consol-
idate data from all DSCC's into a single continuous data
stream.
Project-specific processing is done at JPL (or at other
locations, as negotiated with non-JPL DSN users). Data
to be processed are made available to projects and other
users in a uniform manner, using standardized protocols,
procedures, and formats.
A monitor and control network complements the pro-
cessing architecture, and its processors perform several
major functions. In particular, a Network Control Facility
(NCF) at the Central Site will remotely control the DSCC
antennas through appropriate directives and maintain a
management information base to enable status monitor-
ing of all subsystems.
An appropriate version of the information base will be
maintained at the DSCC's to automatically reconfigure
antennas for each mission activity and automatically de-
tect, isolate, and assist recovery from faults. A subset of
this information will be available at several locations at
the DSCC to provide a human interface when necessary
for manual intervention.
The following is a summary of the proposed GIS archi-
tecture:
(1) Unified architecture from front-end area to end user.
(a) Client-server model for each processing stage.
(b) Unbuffered real-time acquisition only at the
front end.
(c) Standardized interprocess communication.
(2) Open-system standards to achieve interoperability.
(3) Direct delivery of level 0 data to the user from tile
DSCC's, if desired.
(4) Dedicated telemetry processors for each receiver.
(5) Security against unauthorized access and accidental
errors.
(6) Highly automated monitor and control (M&C).
(a) Centralized control of entire network.
(b) Automated configuration of support activities.
(c) Vastly improved human interface.
(d) Automated decision support systems for net-
work resource management, performance anal-
ysis, fault diagnosis, and contingency manage-
ment.
(e) Embedded intelligent computer-aided training
systems.
Tire Ground Information System is logically organized
into four reasonably distinct high-level fimctions: process-
ing, monitor and control, data transport, and software.
For case of analysis, each of these functional areas is con-
sidered separately in the following sections.
A. Processing
In the early stages of tire study, several classes Of pro-
cessing architectures were considered (see Table 14). Each
of these architectural candidates (in its pure form) was
rejected with the better features of each subsumed into
tile recommended architecture. Tire DSCC aspect of this
architecture and the Central Site aspect are detailed in
this section. The architecture includes elements of these
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candidates, organized to minimize implementation and op-
erational costs, to take advantage of technology expected
to be available in the relevant time frame, and to allow for
a smooth transition from tile current architecture.
1. DSCC Site. The DSCC processing architecture
performs initial level 0 processing of telemetry, and initial
processing of radio science, VLBI, ranging and tracking,
and command data. The estimated data rates for each
of these subsystems are summarized ill Table 15. Ill the
DSCC architecture (Fig. 13), downconverted signals are
routed to the Block V receiver, VLBI subsystem, or spe-
cial acquisition equipment through an analog distribution
switch.
In some cases processing is initiated by tile Block V
receiver and data are passed directly to a dedicated sub-
system (telemetry and ranging). Ill other cases, such as
tracking and radio science, data are routed over a net-
work to an available subsystem. The data paths depend
on the real-time data rate, with functions with higher rates
requiring dedicated processors. VLBI processing is a ded-
icated string from the point of signal downconversion and
digitization to the stage of formatting the data for trans-
mission to JPL for correlation with data from another an-
tenna.
Each subsystem transmits its formatted packets to a
network communications server over the DSCC backbone
LAN. Reliable OSI protocols are utilized for communica-
tion to JPL. The M&C network, not explicitly illustrated
in Fig. 14, complements the processing architecture and is
the means used to communicate configuration data, status,
and commands among the subsystems.
The command subsystem stores commands received
from JPL. The subsystem modulates a subcarrier to form
a baseband signal that is transmitted to an exciter under
the control of the M&C subsystem.
The Ranging Subsystem, closely coupled to the Block
V receiver, receives predict data from JPL and uplinks
appropriate ranging signals through the exciter. Test data
from JPL are sent to the test subsystem and it, in turn,
modulates a signal to the exciter for telemetry testing.
a. Telemetry Processing. The Block V receiver and
its successors will feed data to the telemetry process in
the proposed time frame. For analysis, it is assumed that
there will be one Block V receiver at each Complex, with
the potential for at least 22 channel processors supporting
seven antennas, and by the year 2010, at least 32 for 10
antennas. Two combiners are expected by 2000 and three
in 2010, with dedicated channel processors.
The goal of tlle architecture is to pass telemetry data
directly from a Block V channel processor to tile telemetry
processor with virtually no delays (real-time), process the
data, and deliver it in sequence and with no detectable
errors to JPL (near-real-time). Short delays may be re-
quired for buffering in the communication links to detect
and correct packet errors downstream.
There are three fundamental architectures that are con-
sidered for the channel processor-telemetry processing op-
erations: dedicated, switched, and distributed. All archi-
tectures may operate in a fully automated mode.
In the dedicated processor architecture, Fig. 14(a), a
separate set of electronics is attached to each Block V
channel processor. Two or more telemetry processors may
be dedicated for increased availability. Processors may be
reconfigured for different missions by downloading soft-
ware. High availability is achieved through processor re-
dundancy and component redundancy within each proces-
sor.
The switched architecture, Fig. 14(b), interconnects the
receivers and processors via a matrix switch, similar to the
way that it is done today. While mechanical switches to-
day suffer from low reliability, this proposed architecture
may be envisioned with highly reliable switches (e.g., asyn-
chronous transfer mode switches) in the proposed time
frame. The switched architecture provides flexibility in
configuration management. High availability is achieved
by telemetry processor redundancy.
The distributed architecture, Fig. 14(c), interconnects
the receivers and processors via a common multiple ac-
cess network (e.g., a LAN), and provides connectivity for
passing data from any receiver to any processor on the net-
work. This approach envisions extensible use of general-
purpose computers and commercial network technology in-
tegrated into a DSCC-distributed processing system. The
distributed network provides extra flexibility in configura-
tion management and enhances options for load balancing
among machines. As with the switched architecture, high
availability is achieved through computer platform redun-
dancy.
There may be occasions for exceptional support for
which dedicated high-speed acquisition equipment may be
used, and the data stored on portable media (e.g., tapes
or disks) for off-line delivery to the users. This capability
was illustrated earlier in Fig. 13.
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Ancillary data, such as received power levels and system
temperature, are required for real-time processing. Some
of these data are generated by the Block V receiver, trans-
mitted to a network file server and distributed to each
telemetry processor. Also, software configuration data
(e.g., the type of decoding, etc.) must be transferred to
each telemetry processor by Monitor and Control during
configuration of a link.
Output from the telemetry processor is transmitted
over the DSCC backbone LAN to the communication
server. The communication server sends the data to tlle
Central Site for merging, deletion of duplicate data, and
completion of multimission level-zero processing. The data
are then available to users for further processing over
mission-unique networks.
In addition, the DSN antennas may be arrayed with
remote antennas (e.g., Goldstone, California, antennas
with the Very Large Array [VLA], in Socorro, New Mex-
ico). Soft-symbol combining must be performed within
the DSCC combiners. Other occasions may require GIS
to transmit these same symbols to other partners in an ar-
ray; it is assumed that Block V receiver-to-array partner
communications will be specially arranged, and there will
be little impact on the information system.
Information rates above 10 Mbps may be expected for
Earth orbiters and lunar missions, and these usually re-
quire a convolutional code rate of 1/2. Deep space mis-
sions with rates less than l0 Mbps usually require code
rates of 1/6. Thus, for orbiters and lunar missions, one
megabit per second of information translates into about
18 Mbps of Block V channel processor output (assum-
ing Reed-Solomon [255,223] code), and with deep space
missions, one megabit per second translates into approx-
imately 55 Mbps (see Section II.A). Table 16 translates
the proposed spacecraft telemetry profile into a telemetry
processing rate profile. These rates have a major impact
on the architecture.
Dedicated Processing Evaluation. The dedicated archi-
tecture (Fig. 15) features Block V channel processors and
combiners with dedicated telemetry processors. It is as-
sumed that communications between the channel proces-
sor and the telemetry processor are over a dedicated back-
plane bus, although a dedicated LAN may be used. In
contrast to the distributed architecture, the data path is
dedicated--with no sharing. In contrast to the switched
architecture, the path is permanent.
Specially designed protocols are assumed for data trans-
fer. The optimal performance is summarized in Table 17.
It can be seen that tile potential for growth is excellent--
even the 1980s bus technology meets tile conservative
mission-support forecast. Tile year 2000 bus technology
meets the aggressive forecast.
The advantages of this architecture include:
(1) The architecture meets all year 2010 requirements,
up to 450-Mbps backup support.
(2) Potential points of failure are the Block V channel
processor, telemetry processor, and active interpro-
cessor bus.
(3) Dual telemetry processors within each string im-
prove fault tolerance.
Major risks include:
(1) Computers (I/O software) cannot keep up with bus
speed.
(2) Custom-designed interproeessor communication
software may lead to higher life-cycle software costs.
(3) Bus management (fault detection, recovery, etc.)
will be nonstandard software, and may lead to high
life-cycle costs.
(4) The cost of many telemetry processors may be high.
Switched Processing Evaluation. A switched telemetry
architecture is illustrated in Fig. 16. The architecture fea-
tures multiple Block V channel processors and combiners
that feed telemetry data to one of many switch-selectable
telemetry processors.
The switch is computer-controlled and provides a tem-
porary dedicated path on demand. The highest speed of
the path is the serial I/O speed of the channel proces-
sor/telemetry processor link. Currently, the best technol-
ogy is about 100-130 Mbps.
A major issue is the generally poor reliability of me-
chanical switch technology. It is assumed that more reli-
able technology, such as the asynchronous transfer mode
switches, will evolve by the year 2000 and will provide high
reliability.
The advantages of the switched architecture include:
(1) Telemetry processors can be easily changed as mis-
sion-unique requirements are added.
(2) A minimum complement of telemetry processors re-
duces costs.
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(3) Redundant telemetry processors increase availabil-
ity.
The major risks include:
(1) Forecasted telemetry rates may exceed I/O capacity.
(2) The switches may be expensive.
(3) The switch is a single point of failure.
Distributed Processing Evaluation. A distributed tele-
metry architecture is illustrated in Fig. 17. The archi-
tecture features multiple Block V channel processors and
combiners, each feeding telemetry data to one of many
software-selectable telemetry processors.
An ultra-high-speed network provides reliable data
transfer among the receivers and telemetry processors.
The network is shared--it provides a data path for all ac-
quisitions that are under way at any moment. Tile optimal
LAN performance is summarized in Table 18, with an indi-
cation of the instantaneous aggregate information rate. It
can be seen that the best current technology (100 Mbps)
provides an aggregate capability of 1.8 Mbps; a 1-Gbps
LAN would provide aggregate capability of 18 Mbps.
The advantages of the distributed architecture include:
(1) It may enable open interprocessor communications
with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and
software interfaces.
(2) Telemetry processors can be easily changed as mis-
sion-unique requirements are added.
(3) FDDI, a dual counter-rotating ring, is available in
1990s technology that automatically recovers from
faults.
The major risks include:
(1) An aggregate telemetry stream may exceed LAN
capacity--a 100-Mbps LAN can only support an ag-
gregate of 1.8 Mbps of information.
(2) A one-Gbps standard LAN may not be available.
(3) Computers (I/O software) cannot cannot commu-
nicate at the LAN speed. This is a 1990s area of
research.
(4) This configuration has low growth potential.
Evaluation. The alternative telemetry architectures
were evaluated according to the criteria described in Sec-
tion I.D, and the results are summarized in Table 19.
Based on performance, growth potential, and high
availability, a dedicated telemetry architecture is recom-
mended. Additional study may show that adding redun-
dant telemetry processors to each string will significantly
improve availability. Primary concerns will be the cost of
custom interprocess communication software and the cost
of many processors.
A hybrid of the switched and dedicated architectures
was considered. The hybrid involves an addressable bus
that permits each receiver or combiner to talk to any
telemetry processor over its own dedicated bus. The hy-
brid is based on the ability to provide a backplane bus from
any channel processor to any telemetry processor under
program control. Further study will determine whether
the additional cost of this technique justifies the improve-
ment in availability. A cost study should be made before
a final commitment is given to the dedicated architecture.
b. Additional DSCC Processes.
Tracking. Tracking is generally a low-speed process
whereby Doppler and ranging packets are sent from a rang-
ing processor associated with the Block V receiver to the
tracking processor. Its primary function is to take these
packets and format them into a suitable product for navi-
gation processing by using ancillary data and predict data
from the M&C database. After formatting, the packets
are transmitted to users, such as the spacecraft navigation
team, through the communication server.
Command. Command processing is another low-rate
process that takes commands sent to the DSCC from JPL
and sends command modulation signals to the exciter and
transmitter for an appropriate antenna. The command
subsystem also sends a verification back to the mission
control team at JPL.
Radio Science. Radio science packets are generated by
the Block V receiver and transmitted to a radio science
subsystem for formation and transmission to the Central
Site. The potential rate from each receiver is 1.2 Mbps,
and several experiments may acquire data simultaneously.
After formatting, the packets are transmitted to the radio
science team through the DSCC communication server.
VLBI. VLBI ranging is a high-rate process (approxi-
mately 130 Mbps) that typically digitizes and stores X-
and S-band signals from radio sources or special tones
from a spacecraft. The data are temporarily stored on
a high-speed, high-volume storage device and later played
back at a slower rate (e.g., 1.5 Mbps) to JPL for correla-
tion with data simultaneously acquired at another DSCC.
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The results are passed to flight projects for navigation pro-
cessing. Approximately 20-30 min of 130-Mbps data are
acquired at one time.
If required, quick-look data may be acquired during the
first 15-20 sec and sent to the radio science team for real-
time processing. If anomalies are discovered in the data,
adjustments to the instruments may be performed with
real-time commands.
In summary, the overall processing architecture has the
following features:
(1) The architecture meets performance requirements in
the forecasted time frame and provides an adequate
margin. Each Block V channel processor is provided
with at least two dedicated telemetry processors.
(2) DSCC on-site processing is performed using dis-
tributed open systems.
(3) Communications are based on open-systems stan-
dards.
(4) Final-product processing traffic flows to the DSCC
backbone LAN and to the DSCC communication
server. Subsystem-unique requirements (e.g., VLBI)
are accommodated with intermediate high-perfor-
mance processing and storage devices.
(5) Certain exceptional types of processing are acquired
in real-time, but delivered off-line to JPL or direct
to users (e.g., orbiting VLBI) via portable media.
2. Central Site (JPL). The Central Site performs
two major GIS functions and provides an open systems
interface to the multimission and mission-unique subnet-
works (Fig. 18). A key characteristic is the high-speed
DSN backbone LAN that permits client-server architec-
tures.
The first GIS function is completion of level-zero pro-
cessing, where duplicate data records from the DSCC's are
deleted and the data steams are merged and prepared for
delivery to higher level processing. This relatively high-
rate function may involve distributed processing over a
dedicated LAN (level-zero merge subnetwork). The out-
put is delivered in near-real-time to multimission networks.
Temporary buffering will be available for network flow con-
trol; i.e., to keep the level-zero merge processor from over-
running the multimission telemetry (SFOC) processor.
The second major Central Site function is monitor and
control of the DSN. This is accomplished over a subnet-
work performing network and multilink control. Network
control includes the highest level functions in the control
hierarchy, such as resource management, scheduling, and
data network management. Operators will control the en-
tire DSN through multilink control workstations (see Sec-
tion IV.B).
A key architecture requirement is a large operations
database for schedules and resource management, accessi-
ble by each control subsystem. The database server will
also make DSCC equipment status data available to the
end users for later analysis.
The DSN backbone LAN interfaces through a local
communications server (router) to the SFOC backbone
and related local networks. This interface is designed to
provide network security. Because of tile extensive use
of open standards, subsystems and users will use simple
and relatively inexpensive communications software to ex-
change data across this interface. Through the use of
standard protocols, data residing in DSCC or Central Site
databases, such as resource status at the time of acquisi-
tion, may be retrieved by the users on demand, assuming
that the network administrator has authorized such access.
B. Monitor and Control
1. Centralized Control. In the proposed M&C ar-
chitecture (Fig. 19), the DSN is controlled from a central
location, the NCF. The control structure is hierarchical:
network control (the highest level), multilink control, link
control, and subsystem control.
The two higher levels reside at the NCF and are inte-
grated human-computer operations. The lower two levels,
link and subsystem control, are located at the individ-
ual DSCC's and are automated. In addition, there are
site-resource controllers at each of the DSCC's that au-
tonomously monitor the health and status of station re-
sources when they are not assigned to a link. Operations
personnel are located primarily at .the NCF, with only
maintenance and backup operations personnel located at
each of the DSCC's.
A generic model for all control layers is presented in
Fig. 20. (The link controller is pictured as an example.)
Tl)e controller receives assignments and the necessary sup-
port data from its superior controller, delegates control
to its subordinate elements, receives monitor information
(health, status, configuration, performance, and events)
from each of the elements under its control, and consoli-
dates and reports monitor information to its superior. The
controllers themselves perform a variety of functions, in-
chiding anomaly detection, isolation, diagnosis, and cor-
rection. If an anomaly cannot be handled at the current
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level of control, the controller requests support from its
superior. If more information is needed, the controller re-
quests additional data from its subordinates.
Subsystem controllers interface with tile subassemblies
and devices that constitute the actual subsystem. They
essentially perform the same basic functions that current
subsystem controllers perform, but with a greater ability
to execute control sequences. Rather than the explicit,
low-level directives used to interface with the subsystems
in the current DSN, control messages will be at higher
levels (e.g., "Configure for Voyager 2 one-way"). The sub-
systems will have the intelligence to interpret these higher
level directives and perform the necessary actions. Any
problems encountered in executing a higher level function
will be reported up to the next level of control (the llnk
controller if the equipment is assigned to a link, otherwise
the site-resource controller).
Subsystem controllers will have extensive built-in test
equipment and self-monitoring functions that will assess
the health and status of the subsystems internally and
alert the higher level ML:C systems to any problem.
The primary functional unit for the DSN is a link--the
series of equipment necessary to establish and maintain
communications with a spacecraft or to meet a scientific
objective. In current DSN operations, setting up a link to
support a given operation (referred to as precalibration) is
a time-consuming manual process. In the proposed archi-
tecture, not only will this task be automated, but the mon-
itoring of the link during the track and the performance
of any postcalibration activity will also be automated.
The computer-based link controller will initiate, moni-
tor, and control all the actions necessary to accomplish an
activity. The ]ink controller will activate the given sub-
system controllers, pass down any required support data,
monitor the progress, and respond to any problems that
occur. Overall link health, status, and performance will
be reported to the next higher level of control.
The functions currently performed by link monitor
and control (LMC) operators at each of the DSCC's will
be automated or will migrate to an NCF multilink con-
troller (MLC). Multilink control is an integrated human-
computer function. With the addition of automated back-
ground monitoring capability, the MLC operators will now
be able to control and monitor the health, status, and
performance of several links. There are three modes in
which multilink controllers will operate: coordinated, con-
solidated, and combination.
Coordinated activities are those which require that two
or more DSS's operate together to support a customer re-
quest. Examples of coordinated activities are antenna ar-
raying and VLBI. During coordinated activities, the mul-
tilink operators must ensure that. the DSS's and associated
equipment are working together to provide the requested
service. In some cases, such as VLBI, this requires co-
ordinating antennas at different DSCC's. In a consoli-
dated mode, the multilink controller is responsible for sev-
eral links that are operating independently. The controller
can work with several different types of antennas perform-
ing several different types of services. In the combined
mode, the multilink controller supports both coordinated
and consolidated control.
Site-resource controllers are automated processes that
monitor and control equipment that is not operating in a
link. In addition, the site-resource controllers are respon-
sible for receiving and storing any support data that is to
be maintained on site, scheduling site-specific resources,
and resolving any conflict that may arise concerning the
disposition of site resources.
The NCF, located at JPL, is the primary control point
for the entire DSN. It provides the interface with the DSN
customers. The NCF schedules DSN resources, processes
customer requests and support data into a format usable
by the DSN, and resolves any conflicts that cannot be
resolved at a lower level (primarily those which require
interaction with DSN customers, or which involve DSN
resources from several DSCC's). The NCF network con-
troller subsystem initiates all DSN operations and mon-
itors the health, status, and performance of the DSN.
The network controller delegates more specific monitor
and control functions to the lower level controllers. The
functions of the NCF are described in more detail in the
operations concept (see Section IV.B).
2. Automation. The proposed architecture is highly
automated. At each level in the control hierarchy, routine
and contingency operations are automated, while func-
tions requiring human decision making are supported by
automated decision aids. User interfaces with embedded
help and training facilities enable human operators to per-
form complex functions efficiently and effectively despite
varying levels of experience and training. The proposed ar-
chitecture incorporates automation techniques to support
a variety of functions as detailed in the following sections.
DSN resources are currently controlled by text strings
(directives) manually entered at the DSCC LMC consoles.
The status is monitored by operators who interpret the
various responses that are provided by the subsystems.
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In positive-control systems, all control actions have corre-
sponding explicit verifications that they have been received
and processed. A major problem with the existing M&C
architecture is that it does not provide positive control,
that is, operators must interpret a variety of disassociated
information in order to determine the true response of the
link equipment.
In the proposed architecture, control functions for rou-
tine and specific contingency operations are automated.
The higher level controller only needs to give the com-
mand, and the lower level controller will execute the ap-
propriate control sequences to support the requested activ-
ity. The higher level controller coordinates actions among
lower level controllers and has immediate feedback on the
status, configuration, health, and performance of the con-
trol activities and associated equipment. Ill the proposed
architecture, automated monitoring of health, status, per-
formance, and configuration, with fast and efficient han-
dling of exceptions, will support situational awareness at
all levels of control.
Situational awareness means that the controllers (hu-
man or computer) have accurate knowledge of the health,
status, configuration, and performance of the equipment
and processes that are under their control. Situational
awareness is especially important in the multilink opera-
tions modes because controllers need a clear picture of on-
going operations in order to assess the situation and deal
with unexpected events. Situational awareness depends
heavily on background monitoring capability, accurate and
timely reporting from lower level controllers, and a user in-
terf_e that ensures that the most important information
is brought to the attention of the controller quickly and
reliably.
The architecture incorporates embedded training and
help facilities that enable human operators to learn new
skills, and improve and maintain existing ones. Operators
are able to use the help facilities to aid in performing tasks.
Itelp facilities include instructions on how to perform cer-
tain activities, how to access and interpret support data,
and how to retrieve desired information. The help facili-
ties will also assist operators at a higher level of control to
interact with lower level controllers.
The training facilities are accessible from the opera-
tions consoles. Training consists of two types: tutoring on
declarative knowledge (such as the description of a sub-
system, or discussion of the scientific principles behind
VLBI) and procedural knowledge (such as how to perform
a track). In the procedural training mode, the operator
is able to run scenarios that simulate the procedure under
both optimal and anomalous conditions. The operator is
able to activate a training session while performing actual
operations and is alerted to any condition that requires
human intervention.
The proposed architecture controls access to the DSN
with tight security and safety features. In addition to the
features provided by network security applications that
prevent tampering with comnmnications, an active secu-
rity ....... will be incorporated into monitor and control.
Users (operators and experimenters who want to control
DSN resources) will be modeled in a "client-server" rela-
tionship. Privileges to perform certain control functions
will be restricted to only those users who are authorized.
In addition, special security features will ensure that train-
ing activities are isolated from actual operations.
3. Operations Concept. The following paragraphs
describe an operations scenario in terms of the control flow
from the NCF to the DSCC's, and the monitor flow from
the DSCC's to the NCF. This concept is summarized in
Fig. 21.
a. Control Flow: Nominal Operations. There are two
types of control flow: directions on what to do and au-
thorization to do it. Standard operating procedures will
be in place at the DSCC's and the NCF, and schedules
will be transmitted in advance to the appropriate resource
controllers. The authorization to perform operations will
generally be given in real time. The following example de-
scribes the control flow for routine operations under nom-
inal circumstances.
All DSN activities originate with a customer request for
support. The NCF is responsible for coordinating these
requests and iterating them with the various customers
to develop a workable schedule. Scheduling is mainly the
process of assigning an antenna (or group of antennas) to
support a customer request.
Once the NCF has an acceptable schedule, the network
controller assigns support activities to the multilink con-
trollers. The multilink controllers, in turn, request the nec-
essary link controllers and link equipment from the DSCC
resource manager. The link controllers are configured to
support the requested activities and the necessary support
data are routed to them. The link controllers then perform
an analogous function by configuring the subsystems as-
signed to their links. For example: The NCF may output
a schedule of support activities that covers a 24-hr win-
dow. The network controller uses this schedule to create
assignments for each of the MLC's. The assignments are
distributed and authorization to execute the schedule is
given.
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MLC operations based on the NCF schedule are shown
in detail in Fig. 22. In the figure, multilink controller A
(MLC-A) has three activities to support: (1) a Voyager
one-way track on DSS 15, (2) a Pioneer 10 ranging on
DSS 43, and (3) a Galileo VLBI delta-differential one-way
range (DDOR) on DSS's 14 and 63. MLC-A assigns four
link controllers to confgure the links for each of the activ-
ities. It also loads the appropriate procedures for perform-
ing its monitor functions and sets up the displays neces-
sary to provide information to the human operator. For
this particular set of assignments, MLC-A is working in
a combined mode: It must coordinate the two DSS's as-
signed to the DDOR while consolidating control over tile
other two tracks.
The link controller (Fig. 23) assigned to the Voyager
track loads the appropriate procedures from its procedure
library and initializes the equipment assigned to its link.
When it receives tile authorization from MLC-A, it initi-
ates the precalibration sequence in the subsystems. Tile
link controller coordinates all the subsystem actions, based
on tile timeline associated with the particular track and
the detailed timing information provided in the support
data.
Each subsystem is initialized and, under the direction
of the link controller, executes a series of steps necessary to
configure for the Voyager track. The necessary procedures
are in the subsystems' local memory. Tile link controller
only needs to send a high-level instruction to the subsys-
tem.
b. Monitor Flow: Nominal Operations. There are two
fundamental types of monitor data: The first supports
positive control by providing immediate feedback as to the
results of control actions; the second provides health, sta-
tus, and performance information regardless of any con-
trol actions. Therefore, monitoring has two components:
knowing the status of ongoing operations and knowing the
status of the resources. While control is a top-down func-
tion, monitoring is a bottom-up function. Information, in
general, is sent from a lower level to its superior where
it is interpreted, consolidated, summarized, and sent up
the chain to the next level. The following example illus-
trates the flow of monitor data during normal operations
continuing from tlle control scenario presented above.
A subsystem, e.g., the receiver, has completed a portion
of its precalibration activities for the Voyager track. It
sends a message to the link controller stating that it has
completed the procedure and the resulting configuration,
health, and status of the equipment is as desired.
Tile link controller receives this message, consolidates
it with similar messages from other subsystems and de-
termines that the precalibration sequence has been com-
pleted. The link controller then sends a message to the
MLC-A reporting that precalibration has been completed
and specifies the health, status, and configuration of the
Voyager link as a whole.
MLC-A uses this information to create a summary
health and status report for the network controller, which
consolidates all the reports from the various MLC's and
determines the overall health, status, configuration, and
performance of the DSN as a whole.
c. Operations Under Anomalous Conditions. If a prob-
lem occurs during the course of an operational activity, it
is handled at the lowest control level possible. For exam-
ple, if a subsystem experiences a failed module, then the
subsystem controller detects, isolates, diagnoses, and re-
pairs or replaces the module (i.e., switches to a redundant
unit). It then reports this event and subsequent change in
configuration to tile link controller.
If the subsystem cannot recover, it informs the link
controller that the subsystem is not operating nominally.
The link controller determines whether to proceed with
the subnominal equipment or to replace the subsystem in
the link, and informs MLC-A.
If tile link controller decides to reconfigure the link, it
requests resources from the site-resource controller. If they
are available, then the change is made and reported to the
MLC-A. If not, then the link controller requests a change
from MLC-A.
MLC-A receives tile status report from the link con-
troller and notifies the network controller, as appropriate.
If the link controller was unable to resolve the problem,
MLC-A assesses the situation and determines whether to
assign a new DSS to support the task, request that re-
sources be pulled from some other task, or cancel the track.
In the event that the decision is sensitive, MLC-A provides
the necessary information to the network controller, which
has ultimate decision-making authority over the DSN re-
sources.
4. Backup Operations. It is important to provide for
backup operations capability in the event of a natural dis-
aster or other emergency. A complete failure-modes anal-
ysis was not performed; however, several types of failures
were evaluated to identify how the proposed architecture
could address such problems. The proposed architecture
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makes use of redundancy, interoperability, and additional
operations procedures for backup operations. To under-
stand the nature of backup operations, it is important to
first recognize some of the important features of the pro-
posed architecture and some characteristics of operations:
(1) The link and multilink controllers use the same ba-
sic architecture. The differences are in the databases
used to perform their activities; therefore, the func-
tionality of the controller can be changed by loading
a new database.
(2) The communications at the DSCC's will be very reli-
able. Redundant LAN's will ensure continuous com-
munications at the DSCC's.
(3) Storage is relatively inexpensive. Support data and
procedural information can be duplicated and
archived at each DSCC.
(4) The amount of control information that must be sent
in real time is minimal. In the event of an emergency,
certain information can be sent over telephone lines.
(5) The DSN (and the flight projects it supports) use
established procedures which are known a priori.
For most types of operations, the basics are defined
well in advance, although specific parameters or se-
quences might change at the last minute.
The three primary types of failures--loss of a resource,
loss of communications, and loss of the NCF--are ad-
dressed next. In tile event that one of tile controllers (net-
work, multilink, link, or subsystem) fails, the DSN will rely
on redundant units to replace the failed unit. The major
issue then becomes one of graceful transition during on-
going operations. There are a variety of strategies that
could be employed, including hot backups (redundant, ac-
tive units performing the same function), warm backups
(equipment on-line and running, but not necessarily per-
forming the same function), and cold spares with context
switching (spare equipment that can be brought up but
with some level of time delay). All evaluation of tile dif-
ferent redundancy management techniques is beyond the
scope of this article. IIowever, it is possible to envision
an overall DSN strategy that uses a variety of these tech-
niques based on the priority of the activity being supported
(routine operations versus encounter).
A centralized architecture is extremely sensitive to
WAN communication failures. If a communication prob 2
lem cuts communications between the DSCC's and the
NCF, the DSCC's will not be able to complete a command
link with the spacecraft or feed back mission data in real
time, and will lose contact with the MLC's. Tile MLC's
will be unable to coordinate activities, including those in-
volving more than one DSCC, and the DSN will not be
able to assess overall network performance and status.
In the event of a communications loss, the DSCC's will
record incoming mission data for later playback, set up a
link controller at each station to perform MLC functions
for that station, call in backup operations personnel as
required, and use telephone lines for voice and data com-
munications with the NCF. Operations that have to be
coordinated between more than one DSCC will be con-
ducted using voice communications (if possible). In the
event that no communications exist between the DSCC's
and the NCF, and if voice links cannot be set up between
=DSCC's, then each of the DSCC's will operate individually
until communications can be reestablished.
Tile greatest single threat to the coordinated operations
of the DSN is loss of the NCF (a prime scenario involves a
large earthquake that affects the Los Angeles basin). Loss
of the NCF will result in the loss of the primary interface
between the DSN and its various customers.
The proposed architecture supports near-real-time
changes to operations due to customer requests. There-
fore, in addition to precautions established to ensure op-
erations through a major wide-area communications fail-
ure, special precautions must be taken to ensure that cus-
tomers can still be supported. To preserve this capability,
a limited-function backup NCF is proposed. The backup
NCF will provide reactive scheduling capability and rout-
ing of support data. Tile backup NCF will also provide
NASCOM connectivity in order to continue support to
end users not affected by the same event that affected the
NCF.
Each DSCC will have archives of spacecraft command
sequences, adequate predicts, and other support data gen-
eration capability. As long as a voice link can be estab-
lished between the DSCC's and tile backup NCF, uplink
support can continue if the necessary sequences are present
in:the DSCC archives.
C. Data Transport
At the DSCC, tile GIS architecture depends on two sub-
networks: the DSCC backbone LAN and tile M&C LAN
(Fig. 24). The backbone LAN is a key architectural fea-
ture; it provides connectivity between processes anywhere
in the Complex.
The Central Site data transport architecture depends
simply on a DSN backbone LAN. The data transport ar-
chitecture features:
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(1) Total interconnection of all processing and monitor
and control resources.
(2) Standard protocols among networks.
(3) Optical-fiber medium for the backbone LAN's asld a
high-speed global WAN network.
(4) Dual, diverse circuits for the global WAN network.
(5) A standard network management protocol to enable
fault management, configuration management, per-
formance management, and security of the network
resources.
1. DSCC Backbone LAN. The DSCC backbone
LAN provides connectivity among all the subsystems and
network resources (see Fig. 13). At the DSCC, these in-
cludesuch devices as subsystems (e.g., telemetry, tracking,
etc.), communication servers to the global WAN, an M&C
LAN interface, test equipment, and storage devices.
A high-speed (i.e., lO0-Mbps) LAN will enable tile
backbone to carry all forecasted traffic, with the possible
exception of a continuous stream of VLBI quick-look data
(the network should be capable of handling short 15-see
bursts). A subsystem buffer is proposed for continuous
VLBI data to avoid congestion. A 1-Gbps LAN will re-
move this constraint for the 2010 time frame. Based on
forecasted LAN technology, FDDI is the best candidate
for a year 2000 backbone. It has the following desirable
features:
(1) 100-Mbps transmission.
(2) Fiber medium, to enable later growth to higher data
rates and ensure low electromagnetic emissions in
the vicinity of sensitive station equipment.
(3) Dual counter-rotating ring architecture for fault tol-
erance.
2. Monitor and Control LAN. The M&C LAN
carries the following types of data (all generally at low
rates): static parameters, such as directives to subsys-
tems; dynamic parameters to processes, including received
power, system temperature, weather, power meter, etc.;
the health of processes, networks, and reports to the op-
erator workstation; and fault-recovery directives to pro-
cesses.
The forecasted LAN technology is not much different
from what is available today, such as Ethernet and token-
passing bus networks that use a coaxial cable medium. A
10-Mbps transmission rate will enable the LAN to carry
all data in the forecasted time frame. The major improve-
ments will be in the wide availability of application layer
messaging services.
A likely candidate for the M&C LAN is MAP, a mod-
ern OSI-based network architecture designed for manufac-
turing automation. It incorporates MMS in the applica-
tion layer (Section III.D). Other features include planned
GOSIP 3.0 compliance, thus meeting open-systems inter-
connection requirements, and token-passing bus topology,
with predictable performance as nodes are added, and a
self-healing token-passing algorithm.
3. Global WAN. The Global WAN provides con-
nectivity among the DSCC's, JPL, and potential interna-
tional cross-support users. Tile flow across this network is
lopsided--the flow of data inward from tile Complexes to
JPL is about three orders of magnitude greater than the
outward flow.
Data from the DSCC's to JPL include the following:
(1) Level-zero telemetry data from each DSCC to the
level-zero merge function, with the volume and rate
depending on number of current missions being sup-
ported; e.g., 1-3 Mbps (conservative), 1-10 Mbps
(moderate), 1-100 Mbps (aggressive).
(2) VLBI data, including both a short burst of quick-
look data (130 Mbps) and slower playback data
(1.5 Mbps).
(3) Tracking data derived from Doppler and ranging
data (<64 kbps).
(4) Monitor and control data (<64 kbps).
Data from the Central Site to the DSCC's include the
following:
(1) Spacecraft commands (<64 kbps).
(2) Monitor and control data (<64 kbps).
(a) High-level command language from multilink
controllers to link controllers.
(b) Predicts and other directives for remote control.
(c) Database updates for hierarchical planning data.
(d) Fault-recovery commands.
(e) Test instructions.
Based on performance and bit error rates, optical fiber
is an ideal medium for long-haul circuits; however, if dis-
abled it may take a long time to repair. It is recommended
that all global WAN circuits be dual, diverse circuits, with
the diversity coming from either use of another medium
(i.e., a satellite) or another physical fiber route from the
DSCC to JPL. These two architectures are compared in
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Table 20; it is concluded that a dual, diverse link provides
significantly higher availability--an essential feature of the
overall GIS architecture.
The following guidelines are suggested:
(1) The communication server should support at least
two diverse DSCC-Central Site circuits.
(2) Circuit transmission rates should be negotiated on
an as-needed basis, with opportunities to increase
speeds on demand for certain missions.
(3) Global WAN protocols should provide intermediate
and upper layer OSI services.
(4) Circuits must be full duplex to enable a path for
acknowledgments.
(5) Network management software should manage the
status of international networks and recover auto-
matically.
4. DSN Backbone LAN. The DSN backbone LAN
at JPL provides connectivity among the level-zero merge
network, NCF, user networks and network resources. It is
assumed that users will interface with the DSN through
a common router and use common OSI services, such as
X.400 electronic mail and FTAM distributed database ca-
pabilities.
A 100-Mbps backbone LAN will be adequate to carry
expected 1- to 10-Mbps telemetry traffic. A DSCC buffer
is proposed for VLBI data to avoid congestion. A 1-Gbps
LAN will remove this constraint and will enable the back-
bone to carry 1- to 100-Mbps telemetry traffic. Based on
forecasted LAN technology, FDDI is the best candidate
for a year 2000 backbone and has the desirable features
described in Section IV.C.
5. Internetwork Architecture. A typical network
path from JPL to a DSCC may include the SFOC LAN,
DSN LAN, global WAN, DSCC backbone, and M&C LAN.
In the DSCC-to-JPL path there may be just as many net-
10 -6 BER, it drops to 40 percent. An immediate solution
is to use a data link protocol with the selective retrans-
mission option (Section III.D). When this is done, TCP or
TP4 will deliver significantly higher throughput rates.
The emergence of fiber circuits will significantly im-
prove throughput because 10 -9 error rates are possible
and propagation delays from the DSCC's to the Central
Site are only about 0.04 sec. The maximum throughput is
much closer to 100 percent.
6. Network Management. Each subsystem and
communication resource connected to tile DSCC and Cen-
tral Site backbone LAN's will have a network interface
capable of being remotely monitored and controlled. The
ISO-standard protocol for network management, CMIP, is
a key protocol within the proposed GNMP. CMIP will en-
able the use of commercial off-the-shelf software to manage
network faults, configuration, performance, and security.
(1) Fault management alerts the network administrator
at a DSCC or JPL when a fault is detected. It should
provide fault isolation; it should accept and act upon
error detection notifications, trace faults, and cor-
rect faults arising from abnormal operation.
(2) Configuration management enables the network ad-
ministrator to exercise control over the configura-
tion of the DSCC LAN, Central Site LAN, or global
WAN. It will enable an administrator to close down
nodes should a fault occur or workloads change.
(3) Performance management enables evaluation of the
behavior of network and layer-entity resources (e.g.,
bridges and touters) and measures the effectiveness
of communicatiofi activities. It can also adjust op-
erating characteristics and generate network utiliza-
tion reports by monitoring a resource's performance.
An extension of this capability will enable monitor-
ing subsystem (e.g., telemetry or tracking) perfor-
mance.
(4) Security management provides for protection of net-
work resources by including authorization facilities,
works. As discussed in Section III.C, intermediate-level access controls, encryption when required, anthen-
protocols are required to route the packets and ensure re- tication, maintenance, and examination of security
liable delivery to the destination, logs.
Because high bit errors increase the frequency of the ac-
knowledgment process for reliable stream-oriented proto-
cols, long-haul circuit error rates and the data-link layer re-
covery algorithm significantly affect internetwork through-
put. Satellite propagation delays also affect throughput.
For example, using TCP over a satellite link with a typ-
ical data rate of 1.5 Mbps, 10 -r BER (coded), results in
a maximum throughput of only about 87 percent; with a
D. Software
It is possible to list some of the desired characteristics
of a software architecture. These features are necessary to
ensure that the design complies with the stated goals of
openness, interoperability, and cost-effectiveness. A pre-
cise specification of software architecture requires a larger
scale design effort than is undertaken in this study.
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(1) Open. The GIS should comply with national and in-
ternational standards (when available) for program-
ming languages, operating system interfaces, appli-
cation environments, user interfaces, etc. This com-
pliance has benefits in many areas, including porta-
bility and interoperability.
(2) Distributed. M0re computing power per dollar is
available in highly distributed configurations than
centralized. Furthermore, there are robustness ben-
efits to distribution.
(3) Parallel. The design must minimize dead time in
which a processor fails to service requests because
it is blocking on some other incomplete action. The
threads model provides a clean method for imple-
menting parallelism.
(4) Configurable. Insofar as possible, multiple config-
urations for missions, antennas, etc., should be de-
signed to be selected at run time. The name "table-
driven" is often attached to this feature, but it can
be considerably more general.
(5) Operable. Operators should be able to modify their
interfaces, as appropriate. This also implies that tile
design should not be too tightly coupled with any
particular user interface.
(6) Regular. A standard interface syntax, particularly
for monitor and control, should be obeyed by all
subsystems. This encourages the development of
general-purpose tools and software reuse.
(7) Automated. Operators should not be burdened with
routine commands.
(8) Secure. System security must be incorporated in
the design from the beginning to avoid inconvenience
and operator frustration.
In this section, a simple end-to-end flow of data is used
to illustrate the application of client-servers, a key ele-
ment of the software architecture. The flow is illustrated
in Fig. 25. It may be useful to review the discussion in
Section III.C. Responding to a stored sequence of events,
the LMC subsystem begins configuration for a tracking
pass. It consults the name server (via an RPC) to find
the names of all processes required to build a logical series
of telemetry processes (i.e., a telemetry string). It then
asks a load-managing process to allocate a set of available
processors and maps the desired processes onto them. The
control process gives the new string assignments a unique
name and passes this definition to the name server.
The LMC then starts each remote process (again us-
ing an RPC). The remote processes self-configure, using
the name server to find the names of directly connected
peers in the string. Each process also maintains its con-
nection to the LMC. The RPC layers and connection-based
network protocols provide reliable data transport between
processes. In the event of network errors or other problems
of short duration (approximately 0.1 sec), data integrity
can be assured by protocol layers below application visi-
bility. During normal operation, each process periodically
saves its internal state to a monitor system (via an RPC
or a distributed file system).
In the event of a longer failure (approximately 10 sec),
a multithreaded process upstream of the failure contin-
ues to read and process input, and queues output; the
writing thread is blocked. As the output queue enlarges,
monitor messages are generated to alert both control pro-
cesses and operators. When tile problem clears, the writ-
ing thread unblocks and runs at maximum speed until the
queue empties.
For a still longer failure (approximately 100 sec), the
virtual circuit between the upstream server and its down-
stream client will expire. As before, input processing and
output queuing continue. If the queue grows sufficiently
large, it expands onto secondary (disk)storage, perhaps
transparently via the host virtual memory system. The
RPC layers contain error-recovery code that attempts to
reestablish the connection; if successful, recovery takes
place as described before.
In an even more extreme case, suppose that one com-
puter in the string fails hard. When the complex controller
determines that the problem is a hard system failure, it
requests a backup assignment from the load manager and
inserts its assignment into the string in place of the failed
system. The replacement process negotiates a resynchro-
nization with its peers (using the stored state information)
and processing continues. At the end of thepass, the string
assignments are dismantled and returned to the available
pool.
V. Transition Approach
Tile transition strategy is to adopt tile proposed ar-
chitecture immediately and require all future implementa-
tions to conform. This strategy requires early development
of requirements and design, and early demonstration of key
elements.
In fiscal year (FY) 1992, a system design team should
develop a top-level design that includes:
(1) Technical and mission requirements.
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(2) Functional design.
(3) Management approach, including estimated costs
and a funding plan.
(4) Specific standards to be employed (including proto-
cols).
(5) Identification of key elements for early implementa-
tion.
Guidance should be provided for the design of the Block
V receiver and new antenna, microwave, and receiver con-
trollers, in order to minimize future rework.
During FY 1992 and 1993, the SPC, GCF, and NOCC
upgrades should be evaluated for compatibility with the
new architecture. Changes consistent with current require-
ments should be implemented as soon as it is practical.
These changes should be viewed as parallel activities to
the main architectural implementation effort and not as
essential elements of it.
In FY 1993 and 1994, lower level system requirements
should be developed. An end-to-end design should be pro-
duced in sufficient detail to allow a specification of the
architectural infrastructure necessary for implementation.
This infrastructure includes the overall data transport and
software architectures described in Section IV.C and IV.D.
Development of this infrastructure should begin as early
as possible because it requires a significant investment in
developing and procuring common hardware and software.
This effort will require extensive prototyping of standard
protocols and other features of open systems in order to
ensure adequate performance margins and compatibility
with system requirements. In FY 1996 implementation of
the processing architecture should begin.
The architecture should be partitioned into pieces small
enough to allow incremental implementation. Two poten-
tial implementation strategies are:
(1) End-to-end data flow strategy. Implement a segment
of the GIS architecture, which includes a minimum
capability for the entire end-to-end system.
(2) Facility-based strategy. Implement the system one
facility at a time (e.g., DSCC).
Both approaches should employ an incremental imple-
mentation strategy. That is, they should be partitioned
into smaller segments for final implementation. For exam-
ple, the end-to-end strategy might be to implement only
one mission and one system (e.g., tracking) as a first end-
to-end segment. Other systems and missions would follow.
This incremental strategy will work only if the investment
in architectural infrastructure has been made as described
above. In both approaches, the focus is clearly multimis-
sion; choosing one mission at a time for incremental imple-
mentation is only recommended to reduce the size of each
incremental step.
The end-to-end approach is technically superior and is
the recommendation of the study team because it allows
the early testing and implementation of several end-to-end
concepts that are crucial to the success of the proposed
architecture. See Section V.D for further discussion of this
approach.
The facility-based strategy has some advantages in
terms of managing the scope of the implementation and
the number of management interfaces for a given imple-
mentation segment. Cost issues may require consideration
of this approach at later stages in the effort (e.g., after the
top-level design has been completed and the architectural
infrastructure has been developed).
Any implementation approach may necessitate that old
........ operate for many years into the future. Using the
end-to-end approach eliminates many of the requirements
for gateways between old and new systems. Every effort
will be made to minimize both the use of gateways and
the number and duration of dual systems. Old missions
and systems will be converted as soon as resources are
available.
Specific transition approaches for processing, monitor
and control, data transport, and software architectures are
discussed in tile following sections.
A. Processing
All the DSCC subsystems interface with a backbone
LAN and communicate reliably to JPL through the use
of standard protocols. Buffering requirements need to be
identified for each of the subsystem data flows. The ap-
propriate technology should be identified for each of the
buffering requirements (0.1- , 10,- and 100-sec capability
to meet the scenario described in Section IV.D), and a
test-bed should be used to establish performance limits.
Tile processing architecture includes several high-speed
systems that require special attention, including the tele-
metry and VLBI subsystems. Performance requirements
need to be established for these subsystems concurrent
with performance characterization of the networks (dis-
cussed in Section V.C).
A high-speed telemetry processor must be designed and
prototyped to be integrated with the Block V receiver.
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This is a critical requirement for the overall GIS archi-
tecture. This design effort should be undertaken as soon
as possible so that feedback to the Block V effort will be
timely (i.e., early 1992). The subsystem must have the
following features:
(1) Standard backplane interface with the Block V
(e.g., Futurebus+) for modularity and flexibility.
(2) Fault-tolerant architecture independent of the
Block V (i.e., how many redundant systems are
required? What are acceptable degraded modes?
etc.).
(3) Standard interprocess communications interface
with the network database server.
(4) Interface with the proposed M&C architecture for
fault diagnosis and control.
(5) Standard interprocess interface with the Central Site
merge process.
For VLBI quick-look processing, requirements for the
volume and rate of data must be established. Work done
on high-speed formatting and buffering of telemetry data
will apply to this application.
The real-time telemetry interface with the Block V may
be developed in parallel with an end-to-end near-real-time
architecture. The subsystem must be designed to buffer
data during downstream outages as described in the soft-
ware architecture (Section IV.D). Much of the downstream
architecture depends on an infrastructure provided by the
data transport architecture (Section IV.C).
B. Monitor and Control
Goals for the proposed Monitor and Control System
have been described extensively in Section IV.B. The fol-
lowing section explores the transition to be made from
the existing operator-intensive, primarily manual system
to one that is automated and has a higher level of service.
The transition approach for monitor and control is com-
plicated because both implementation strategies (see the
introduction to Section V), require that the Monitor and
Control Subsystem manage processes that reside in both
old and new equipment. The changes recommended to
achieve the proposed M&C architecture fall into four basic
areas: message communications, user interfaces, automa-
tion, and centralization.
The following sections describe the transition paths for
evolving each of these areas to the new architecture. They
are summarized in Fig. 26.
1. Message Communications. There are two re-
quired changes in message communications (messaging):
addition of new networks and adoption of new data for-
mats to make use of higher level open-systems network
application services. Messaging transition states are illus-
trated in Fig. 26(a).
The subsystem transition states are complicated be-
cause it is unlikely that all the subsystems will transition at
the same time, therefore several different transition states
are possible.
The transition options for monitor and control are (1)
the new formats would be converted to provide the same
types of information as the old formats; (2) a new soft-
ware layer would be added to the M&C system that can
make full use of both the new and old data formats; or
(3) a separate M&C system would be developed for new
data formats and the old ones would be phased out as
subsystems convert.
Transition Option 1 removes any near-term advantages
of moving to the new formats, but is probably simplest
to implement; Option 3 may result in serious operations
problems by requiring operators to work with two incom-
patible M&:C systems to accomplish an activity.
Option 2 is recommended although it requires modi-
fications to the structure of M&C itself to support each
additional new subsystem. All new subsystems should be
required to use the new network and the data formats as-
sociated with an open systems architecture.
2. User Interfaces. The transition-state diagram for
user interfaces, Fig. 26 (b), is relatively straightforward.
The transition approach is to integrate new workstation-
based GUI's with existing hardware and displays, and
phase out the old interfaces as early as possible: Since
the user interfaces can be updated without affecting any
other areas, work can begin now to make the transition to
the goal state.
3. Automation. The transition-state diagram for au-
tomation, Fig. 26 (c), is deceptively simple. Implementing
the desired level of automation requires not only increases
in the types of functions automated (e.g., anomaly detec-
tion, schedule execution, replanning, or fault diagnosis)
but also increases in the scope of the domain in which
these functions operate (e.g., all antennas or just the 70-m
antenna; telemetry and ranging, but not commanding or
VLBI). As both the functionality and domain grow, the
domain in which higher levels of automation are possible
increases because of the additional available information.
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While automation will eventually exist at all levels of
control in the DSN, the area with the highest payoff in
the near term is in link operations (multilink operations
are currently special-purpose operations only). Link oper-
ations are operator-intensive and substantial gains can be
made by making link operations more efficient.
4. Centralization. Centralization is characterized by
the ability to exert multilink control from the Central Site.
Multilink control will depend on two major developments
depicted in the state transition diagram, Fig. 26 (d): mul-
tilink capability and networks to support data communi-
cations. The recommended transition from a distributed
control environment to a centralized one is to develop the
capability for multilink control at the DSCC's and then
transfer the capability to the Central Site.
C. Data Transport
The present data transport configuration involves
heavy reliance on JPL-developed protocols. One of the
major goals for the year 2000 will be to convert to an open-
systems architecture based on standard protocols. The
present configuration also depends on satellite communi-
cations from the DSCC's to JPL; these should be converted
to fiber circuits.
Many other companies and government agencies are
presently converting from a vendor-specific, or proprietary,
network to an open architecture. Some are basing their
new architectures on the Internet suite (TCP/IP and their
related protocols). Internet products are presently widely
available and provide many internetworking capabilities,
although at a reduced level from that which is envisioned
for OSI. Installing an end-to-end capability with TCP/IP
is a reasonable step--it bases the network on standards.
However, the ultimate GIS goal is greater capability with
the OSI protocol suite.
Since JPL's starting point is a suite of JPL-unique pro-
tocols, a logical protocol choice for the internetwork could
be either one of the following: an Internet suite, followed
later by a conversion to OSI, or an immediate direct con-
version to OSI. The transition will depend on the results
of a cost and performance evaluation.
1. Global WAN. The data circuits from the DSCC's
to JPL are primarily over satellite paths. The current
circuits are 244 kbps (simplex) for telemetry data and
56 kbps (duplex) for all other data. The 244-kbps link
uses a JPL-developed data-link protocol that does not pro-
vide an acknowledgment (basically a datagram protocol).
Higher level application programs at JPL identify later
(from several hours to several days) if any frames are miss-
ing, and request retransmission. The 56-kbps link uses a
NASCOM data-link protocol. Both circuits encapsulate a
JPL-developed network-layer protocol (JPL 890-201) that
provides a header address for routing among facilities.
The GCF upgrade is in process, and it will affect the
WAN circuits in the following ways:
(1) An upgrade to 512-kbps aggregate rate is expected.
(2) The simplex link-level protocol may be upgraded to
include a selective retransmission feature to enable
reliable transmission from a DSCC communications
server to the Central Site communications server.
The year 2000 architecture focuses on the high-speed
path from the DSCC's to JPL. This path is planned to
be based on optical fiber, with its projected high speed,
low error rate, and short delays. One of the most basic
transformations to reach the proposed architecture will be
the introduction of international optical fiber circuits.
Standard data-link and transport protocols that include
error detection and correction are required for reliable (ac-
knowledged) transmission. It is recommended that a data-
link protocol with selective retransmission be implemented
over current satellite links.
Another major recommendation is to introduce stan-
dard protocols at the intermediate layers, such as TCP/IP
or OSI TP4 and CLNP. These may be installed simulta-
neously with the data link protocol. A key prerequisite
to the effective use of these protocols is a relatively short
time delay in the aeknowledgment/retransmission process,
which is provided by either optical-fiber circuits or the se-
lective retransmission protocol with satellite communica-
tions (Section III.D). The high-speed WAN protocol im-
plementation should be analyzed and thoroughly proto-
typed before installation. Once the underlying suite is
installed, network-wide application-layer services can be
implemented, such as file transfer and management, elec-
tronic mail, and network management. These services will
provide a solid infrastructure for distributed applications.
2. DSCC Backbone LAN. The current DSCC back-
bone-equivalent LAN is an Ethernet that uses a JPL-
developed protocol (890-131) for communication among
the subsystems. The JPL protocol provides a user-defined
quality of service that ranges from unreliable datagram
service with no acknowledgments to reliable service with
error detection and recovery.
An SPC upgrade is in process. It will affect the LAN
in the following ways:
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(1) A high-speed LAN will be dedicated to telemetry
data. This LAN is planned to be an Ethernet us-
ing JPL 890-131 protocol with unreliable datagram
service. It will transport data from the telemetry
processors to the communications server.
(2) An SPC LAN will carry all other data using reliable
service. This LAN is also an Ethernet using JPL
890-131.
The proposed DSCC backbone LAN architecture
should be installed at the earliest opportunity. It will be
the foundation on which the rest of the year 2000 DSCC
architecture is based. FDDI is recommended because it is
widely available now and meets the estimated performance
requirements. A second recommendation is to introduce
TCP/IP or OSI TP4/IP as the means by which to com-
municate among processes on the backbone. Conversion
to standard intermediate-layer protocols will make other
protocol services available, such as file transfer and net-
work management.
3. Monitor and Control LAN. At the present time
there is no dedicated M&C LAN; monitor and control data
are communicated over the DSCC Ethernet with other sci-
entific and engineering data. When tile DSCC backbone
LAN is installed, it is recommended that a parallel M&C
LAN be simultaneously installed. A GOSIP-compliant ar-
chitecture, such as MAP, is recommended. A MAP LAN
similar to the DSS-13 M&C network should be extended
to the SPC, and additional stations should systematically
be brought on-line.
D. Software
Much of the software required to build the proposed
data system is independent of the DSN's particular ap-
plications. For example, the low-level capabilities used to
transport data (both spacecraft data and monitor and con-
trol messages) can be built generically and shared among
subsystems. Common solutions are also possible for re-
source management, exploitation of parallelism, and other
areas. These common system components should be pro-
totyped and tested before detailed system design begins--
subsystems can benefit from code-sharing only if the com-
mon software is available in advance. The following areas
represent likely candidates for such an effort. Others are
likely to emerge during tile development process.
(1) Resource management. The client-server architec-
ture necessitates some method of locating services
whose mapping into a particular processor is de-
ferred until run time. This specific problem is one
of a class addressed by directory services (or naming
services).
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(2) Data transport. Processes in a distributed applica-
tion can share common methods of connection man-
agement, data transport, and error recovery.
(3) Threads management. In general, processes in the
GIS will require one or more data sources, one or
more data sinks, and one or more monitor and con-
trol connections. The threads model provides a use-
ful framework for multiplexing tasks without loss of
portability.
(4) Monitor and control. The lower hierarchical levels
of monitor and control are content-independent. All
subsystems can share common methods for message
passing and error handling, and generic message syn-
tax rules.
(5) Software development environment. As a parallel ef-
fort, a common software development environment
should be assembled. The results of the prototyping
efforts should be a set of standards for development,
plus tools for code control, configuration manage-
ment, documentation, failure reporting, etc.
The end result of this software transition will be two-
fold: a software infrastructure that will allow DSN-specific
applications to be built with minimal duplication of effort,
and a development infrastructure that will assist appli-
cation programmers in producing consistent, high-quality
code in the common framework.
The early efforts should follow a spiral model of soft-
ware development [2], and apply lessons learned in the
design and implementation of the proposed GIS in an en-
vironment of rapid changes in tile computer industry. For
example, POSIX is relatively new (standardized in 1990),
OSF DCE is only in a prerelease phase now, and software
that implements OSI protocols is only beginning to ap-
pear on vendor price lists. A software development model
that encourages prototyping will lend itself to more rapid
convergence on a robust design.
When the system design team writes tile lower level
specifications, tile quality of tile resulting requirements will
be enhanced by tile experience gained during prototyping,
and the subsequent implementations will be considerably
streamlined by elimination of duplicated effort.
The system-wide consistency gained from a common
software infrastructure will enable rapid and cost-efficient
development of end-to-end implementations. This ap-
proach, therefore, lends itself more readily to the end-to-
end approach discussed at the beginning of Section V. The
facility-based approach, in contrast, would necessitate con-
struction of gateways to interconnect old and new compo-
nents.Thesegatewayslie outsidetherealmofopensys-
tems,andmaydivertresourcesfromtheeffortto buildan
informationsystemconformingwithemergingstandards.
E. Technology Development
This section highlights advanced development and engi-
neering areas to be addressed during the transition period
in order to implement the GIS as envisioned for the 2000-
2010 era.
1. Advanced Development. The following is a sum-
mary of advanced development tasks that are required to
achieve the envisioned architecture. In advanced develop-
ment, JPL's role will be one of innovation, development,
prototyping, demonstration, and incorporation into the
DSN. Technology areas are summarized in Fig. 27.
Distributed Computing. Telemetry and VLBI subsys-
tems require high-speed processing to decode and format
the data. High-speed computing that can keep pace with
input data rates is needed. Support data for antenna
pointing and transmitter or receiver tuning may require
intensive computation. Parallel computation techniques
may be applied to these problems by sharing the workload
over several processors with an appropriate software archi-
tecture. This approach involves coordinated use of mul-
tiple, possibly distributed, heterogeneous hardware and
software computer systems on different aspects of a single
problem. Additional investigation is needed into special
cases where parallel processing should be used, and there
must be prototyping to determine performance character-
istics in those cases.
The availability, and projected availability, and capabil-
ities of stable, portable parallel operating systems need to
be continually tracked and evaluated as this area of com-
puting matures. Research on distributed computing that
incorporates bus I/0 with dedicated telemetry processors
is required. Investigation is needed into the use of multi-
ple tightly coupled processors in 100+ MIPS computers for
front-end signal processing in the GIS. Tools for custom-
designed interprocessor communication software should be
developed. Such tools are needed to help minimize any po-
tential for increase in software life-cycle costs that could
result from this special-purpose software.
VLSI and Optical Neural Processors, Including ttard-
ware Packaging. Investigation of the application of high-
density hardware integration and packaging techniques to
DSN systems is required. Applications include board-level
computing proposed for telemetry and VLBI real-time pro-
cessing. The optimal field replaceable unit based on this
technology needs to be established through reliability test-
ing and evaluation. Integrated packaging concepts should
be pursued, standards should be established, and multiple
sources should be developed.
Research is needed on the application of neural network
hardware to GIS automation functions, such as pattern
recognition, performance compensation, and device con-
trol. One area of possible application is adaptive antenna
stabilization and performance compensation for parts that
deteriorate.
Data Storage Technology. High-speed buffering using
advanced storage technology, such as high-density semi-
conductors, magnetic memory, and optical storage tech-
niques, needs to be developed. The performance char-
acteristics in GIS-type applications of these technologies
need to be evaluated.
Data Management. DBMS's will be required to manage
the larger volume of data and provide users with rapid
access to associated mission-related data from the monitor
and control information base. High-reliability servers will
be required for mission data, remote monitor and control
functions, and reference data for operator assistance.
Applied research into object-oriented database manage-
ment systems and text-based database management sys-
tems should be pursued. The applicability of these tech-
nologies to the DSN should be evaluated through prototyp-
ing. Through prototyping, the performance of relational
database management systems should be compared with
the other varieties in selected DSN applications.
Software Engineering. Improved ability to manage de-
velopment and implementation of new software-intensive
systems is required. Needed work in this area includes
development of methodologies, standards, models, and
CASE tools; and fabricating an infrastructure to bind
these together. Software artifact reuse, software process
management, automatic programming tools, and program-
ming environments will benefit from AI support and are
particularly compelling. Automation of software testing
tools to improve tracking of requirements and specifica-
tions is required. Improved software configuration and
version management tools are needed. These have the abil-
ity to reduce coding time significantly and to improve the
reliability of software code.
Standard graphics specification languages that allow
portable hypermedia and visualization applications to be
written should be investigated. This is an enabling tech-
nology for other software engineering disciplines presented
in this article.
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Protocols, Internetwork communication transparent to
users, increased information throughput, and efficient im-
plementation architectures need to be developed. GOSIP-
based application prototyping of DSN services is required.
IIigh-Speed WAN. Protocols for reliable high-speed
Global WAN circuits from the DSCC's to JPL need to be
developed and evaluated in order to improve bandwidth
utilization in both directions and minimize costs for tlle
return link.
ISDN Prototypes. Prototyping of ISDN applications
for the DSN is required for global voice and facsimile com-
munications. Applications of ISDN to manage temporary
data surges should be pursued.
Itigh-Speed LAN. Research on 1-Gbps LAN technol-
ogy is required, including system integration with parallel
and multicomputers, to address system performance is-
sues. This 1-Gbps LAN technology is needed to mitigate
the backbone LAN risk identified in Section IV.B and pro-
vide technology options for future distributed systems in
the DSN.
Network Management. Research and development of
network management systems is needed to develop a fault-
tolerant data transport architecture. This is an ideal area
for prototyping by the DSN because of the number of net-
works, the immaturity of the commercial software, and
the high availability requirements of the GIS. This topic is
strongly related to AI and automation technology needs.
AI and Automation. Advanced automation techniques,
including AI, neural networks, and fuzzy logic are needed
to increase the level of automated monitor and control at
the stations, including link and resource management, sys-
tem diagnostics, fault isolation, and automated recovery.
New AI technology is needed in such areas as fault toler-
ance, knowledge-based systems, constraint-based problem
solving, and computer-aided training.
Human Interfaces. Providing uniform GIS user and op-
erator interfaces throughout the GIS should improve M&C
operability, user interfaces, and training. Standard graph-
ical (and other) user interfaces are needed and include:
(1) Multidimensional data in a form that allows people
to perceive, amplify, and interpret the information
content of the data.
(2) Data represented in an animation format.
(3) Transformations and algorithms introduced interac-
tively to explore the effects on the data.
2. Engineering. Tile following is a summary of engi-
neering capabilities required to achieve the envisioned ar-
chitecture where JPL's role is to evaluate and adapt com-
mercial technology for application in the GIS.
Engineering Laboratory. An Information System Engi-
neering (ISE) Laboratory is required to evaluate commer-
cial technologies for DSN utilization and prototype the
key architectural features of the GIS. The scope should in-
clude computing environment, networking technology, au-
tomation architectures, expert systems, advanced worksta-
tions, and CASE tools. This laboratory will also provide
a test-bed to evaluate platform-dependent characteristics
of commercial processors; software; and data transport
components, including such characteristics as WAN link
throughput and LAN throughput, to help bridge the gap
between theory and practice. This laboratory will be used
in close conjunction with the Compatibility Test Area 21
to sinmlate the actual DSN operational environment.
Simulation. Simulation will be needed to estimate sys-
tem loading on critical subsystems and networks. Some
work on simulation is now in progress, which should pro-
vide the parametric answers needed to optimize the GIS
configuration. The GIS will incorporate high-speed LAN's
and WAN's. Efforts are needed to evaluate performance
with different computer platforms and protocols and with
their vendor-specific implementations.
Vl. Summary
A unified architecture from the antenna front-end ar-
eas to the end user is proposed. Unbuffered real-time
data will be processed only at the front end, and a client-
server model will be employed at each subsequent process-
ing stage. Open-system standards will be utilized to allow
reliable (acknowledged) data transfer and achieve software
interoperability.
These changes will substantially improve the inter-
face between the SFOC and the DSN. Data will not be
reacquired at SFOC and hence "post-pass replay" (Sec-
tion II.A) will be eliminated for transmission problems
of short duration. It is proposed that the DSN perform
level-zero processing and merge multiple records prior to
delivering the data to SFOC. Thus, the DSN would be
responsible for eliminating artifacts associated with acqui-
sition from the data stream (e.g., duplicate records).
The M&C architecture consists of four hierarchical lay-
ers: (1) network control, (2) multilink control, (3) link
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control, and (4) subsystem control. The first two layers
are assigned to the NCF at JPL and require limited oper-
ator support. The last two layers are typically performed
at the Complex and are fully automated, requiring only
backup and maintenance personnel.
The transition strategy will be to adopt the proposed
architecture immediately. All future implementations
should conform to the proposed architecture. This strat-
egy requires early development of requirements and design,
with a demonstration of key elements. The currently ap-
proved implementation program should be integrated with
the proposed architecture.
In fiscal year (FY) 1992, a system design team should
describe the system-level requirements, develop a func-
tional design, estimate costs, and develop a funding plan.
In FY 1993 and 1994, lower level system requirements
should be developed. An end-to-end design should be pro-
duced in sufficient detail to allow a specification of the
architectural infrastructure necessary for implementation.
Development of this infrastructure should begin as early
as possible. In FY 1995, the new Block V receiver, an-
tenna, and microwave controllers should be implemented
with the proposed M&C architecture, and in FY 1996
implementation of the processing architecture should
begin.
An end-to-end data flow approach is recommended for
partitioning the processing architecture into pieces that
are small enough to implement incrementally. This ap-
proach allows early testing and implementation of several
end-to-end concepts that are crucial to the success of the
proposed architecture.
The architectural vision presented here provides guid-
ance for major DSN implementation efforts during the
next decade. It also provides focus for flight project mis-
sion operations systems developments. The technology
forecast and impact assessment provide the basis for an
expanded program of advanced development and proto-
typing activities. Taken together, the technology plan and
architectural vision can be a significant contributor to pro-
grammatic planning by the Office of Telecommunications
and Data Acquisition and MOSO and to future develop-
ment activities in the Technical Divisions.
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Attribute
Table 1. Summary of long-range goals.
Requirements
Performance
Availability
Human operability
Flexibility and
evolvability
The normal operating mode should be near-real-time processing of telemetry,
radio science, and VLBI data; capability should be provided for very high-speed
acquisitions, with later off-line processing.
The GIS should have high availability due to fault-tolerant design that minimizes
the impact of hardware, design, operations, and environmental faults; fault isolation
should be assisted by computer software to reduce the mean time to repair.
The GIS should operate with a minimum number of real-time operational
personnel; tools needed to successfully manage an acquisition should be
available to an operator at one workstation.
The GIS must have the ability to rapidly and easily configure (and reconfigure)
for a mission support activity; adequate performance margins should be built
in at all levels to ensure flexibility to support unexpected missions.
Table 2. Leading causes of lost telemetry dala,
1986-1990.
Subsystems Hours
DSCC telemetry a 1398
Antenna b 1038
Radio frequency interference 734
Receiver-exciter 521
Microwave 482
Facility 158
Transmitter 115
DSCC monitor and control 73
Undetermined 65
NOCC support 49
DSCC tracking 45
GCF digital communications 43
a Major contributing assemblies are the teleme-
try processing assembly (1185 hr), the subcar-
rier demodulator assembly (110 hr), and the
baseband assembly (42 hr).
b Major contributing assemblies are the antenna
control assembly, antenna servo controller, and
the subreflector controller (558 hr); and the aza-
tenna pointing assembly (60 hr).
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Table3.CurrentadvocacyDSNmission set.
Mission
Earliest Likely Maximum
launch convolutional date rate,
date code rate kbps
Remarks
Radio astronomy (HEO)
Cassini
VLBI Space Operations Program (HEO)
Comet Rendezvous Asteroid
Flyby (CRAF)
Advance Composition Explorer (E, HEO)
Ltmar Observer
Near-Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (D)
Mars Global Network/Communlcations
Orbiters
Solar Probe
Mars Reconnaissance/Communications
Orbiter
Space Infrared Telescope Facility (HEO)
Lunar aeronomy
Submillimeter Intermediate Mission
(SMIM)
Pluto flyby
Mars aeronomy
Mars Small Rover
Mars Rover Satellite Relay (SR)
Main Belt Asteroid Rendezvous (MBAR)
Large Deployable Reflector (HEO)
Neptune Orbiter/Probe (O/P)
Mars Reconnaissance/Communications
Orbiters
Thousand AU or Stellar Probe
1994 I/2 144Mbps
1995 I/6 156
1995 1/2 123Mbps
1996 1/6 180
1996 1/2 10o
1997 1/2 500
1998 1/6 10
1998/01/03 1/6 10
2OOl 1/6 so
2001 1/6 100
2001 1/2 135
2002 1/2 100
2002 1/2 1.OMbps
2003 1/6 20
2005 1/6 lOO
2007 1/6 30
2009 1/6 200
2011 1/6 lO0
2012 1/2 5.0Mbps
2015 1/6 lOO
- 1/6 100
2020 1/6 0.1
Tape and engineering telemetry
Science and engineering telemetry
Tape and engineering telemetry
Science and engineering telemetry and video
Science and engineering
Science and engineering
Science and engineering
Science and engineering
telemetry
telemetry and video
telemetry and video
telemetry
Science and engineering telemetry
Science and engineering telemetry and video
Science and engineering telemetry, IR imagery
(4 hr/day at 1.1 Mbps)
Science and engineering telemetry
Spectroscopy data, higlfly elliptical orbit,
30-see burst
Science and engineering
Science and engineering
Science and engineering
Science and engineering
Science and engineering
Real-time imagery
Science and engineering
Science and engineering
telemetry and video
telemetry
telemetry and video
telemetry and video
telemetry and video
telemetry and video
telemetry and video
Science and engineering telemetry
Total missions to 2020 22
Note: HEO = hlgh-Earth orbiter; D = Discovery series small spacecraft; E = Explorer series
Table 4. Views of future telemetry requirements.
View Telemetry data range, Description
Mbps
Conservative 1-3
Moderate 1-10
Aggressive 1-1Oo
End-to-end real-time flow, with limited backup mission
capability, no manned-mission support, such as SEI, etc.
End-to-end real-time flow with capability for Mars SEI,
added backup capability, etc.
End-to-end real-time flow that can support lunar and Mars
Space Exoloration Initiative, including additional backup capability,
etc., over and above the moderate capability
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Table5.GroundInformationSystemendusers.
To/from
End-user interfaces Ground Information Data type
System
Content
Flight Project Mission Control Team To/from Voice
From Data block
Flight Project Planning and Sequencing To Data packet
Team
To Project sequence of events
From Data file
Real-time monitor and control
DSN/SFOC configuration,
performance, and status
Spacecraft commands
Project sequence of events
DSN system status, events, and
fill tape
Flight Project Navigation Team From Data file Radio metric data (range,
Doppler, VLBI)
To Data file Spacecraft trajectory
Flight Project Spacecraft Team From Data packets (virtual channel) Spacecraft engineering data
Flight Project Principal Investigators From Data packet (virtual channel) Instrument measurement data
From Data packet (virtual channel) Instrument engineering data
From Tape-recorded data packet Instrument measurement data
(virtual channel, high rate)
Flight Project Radio Science Team From Data packet (digitized baseband) Digitized spacecraft RF
spectrum
To Data File Trajectory information,
planetary atmospheric model
Non-DSN antennas (cross support
through NASA Communications Network)
(e.g., TDRSS or Galileo German Space
Operations Center)
From Data packet Spacecraft commands
To Data packet Spacecraft telemetry (spacecraft
engineering and instrument
measurement data)
Non-DSN antennas (arraying)
(e.g., Goldstone array with
Very Large Array)
To Base band signal, analog or Arraying of remote antennas
digitized (real time) with DSN
To Telemetry symbol, digital
tape
Planetary Data System From Data file Archive of flight project data
(including ancillary data)
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Table6.Summaryofstandardopenprogrammlnganguages.
Ada
C
C++
Fortran
Language Standard Comments
Common LISP
SCHEME
ANSI/MIL-STD (1815A-1983)
ANSI (X3.150-1989)
ANSI standardization effort under way
ANSI 9O
X3J13
IEEE Pl178
IIigh-level ]angmage
Middle-level language for systems
programming and real-time applications;
also adopted by International Organization
for Standardization
Object-orlented language based on C
High-level language for numerical
applications; new standard replaces
Fortran 77 (ANSI X.39-1978)
Major computer science research
language; draft standard in
public review
Used primarily for extension languages,
computer graphics, and research
Table 7, Common-carrier circuit hierarchies.
Current Asynchronous Digital Hierarchy,
(CCITT G.702), Mbps
Level
North America Europe Japan
1 1.544 (DS-1) 2.048 1.544
2 6.312 (DS-2) 8.448 6.312
3 44.736 (DS-3) 34.368 32.064
4 -- 139.264 97.72_
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
(CCITT G.707, G.708, and
G .709), Mbps
CCITT designation Data rate,
level Mbps
OC-I 51.84
0C-3 155.52
0C-9 466.56
0C-12 622.08
0C-18 933.12
0C-24 1244.16
0C-36 1866.24
0C-48 2488.32
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EMedia
Satellite
Fiber
Table 8. Satellite and optical fiber long-haul circuits.
Typical rates
TypicM bit error
rate
(uncoded)
One-way delay, sec Comments
9.6 kbps, 56 kbps, 10 -4 0.25
64 kbps, 1.5 Mbps
Planned SDH: 51 Mbps, 10 -9 0.04
155 Mbps, 622 Mbps
Uncoded BER typically 10 -4 ;
coded 10 -r
Service depends on availability
of undersea circuits and
international tariffs
Table 9. ISDN channels.
Channel Speed, kbps
D 16 or 64
B 64
It 384, 153B, and 1920
ISDN service
Basic
Primary
Table 10. ISDN services.
Number of D channels
1 (at 16 kbps)
1 (at 64 kbps)
Number of B channels
2 (at 64 kbps)
23 (at 64 kbps U.S., Canada, and Japan);
30 (at 64 kbps Europe}
Table 11. Processor-board bus standards.
Bus
Fiber Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI)
VME bus
Futurebus+
t ligh-performance peripheral
interface (HIPPI)
Speed,
Standard
Mbps
Comments
ANSI X3T9.5 100 Optical fiber
IEEE 1014-1987 320
IEEE 896 25,000
Under consideration as 800
an ANSI standard by the
ANSI X3T9.3 Committee
32-bit standard, 64-bit
(VME 64) available
32-bit bus available now;
up to 256-blt parallel
L
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Table 12. Applicable LAWs and their characteristics.
LAN Network Speed,Standard
topology Mbps
Comments
Carrier-sense
multiple access
with collision
detection (CSMA/CD)
Token-passing bus
Token ring
FDDI
FDDI-II
International Bus
Organization for
Standardization
(ISO) 8802-3
ISO 8802-4 Bus
ISO 8802-5 Ring
ANSI X3T9.5 Ring
ANSI, Planned 1993 Ring
10 Widely available as Ethernet
5, 10 Process control applications
4, 16 IBM PC applications
100 Fault tolerant; optical fiber;
2 km (multimode); 40 kin
(single mode)
100 Circuit-switched traffic
multiplexed with packet traffic
Table 13. Comparison of Internetwork protocols.
Open Systems ISO a standard
Interconnection Protocol
ConnectionIess /SO 8473
Network Protocol
Transport Protocol Class 4 ISO 8073
Internet
Standard Function
protocol
Internet MIL-STD-1777 Route data across different
subnets
Transmission Control M/L-STD- 1778 Provide reliable process-to-
process data flow
a International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
Table 14. Early processing architecture candidates.
Candidates
Buffering at the complex
Level-zero processing
(LZP)
Central processing (bent
pipe)
Dedicated strings
Description
Telemetry data are buffered at the Deep Space Commumcations Complex (DSCC)
and delivered to a central facility for level-zero processing (no reacquisition)
LZP is done at the DSCC and delivered to a central facility, or in some cases
directly to the principal investigator; this option has been the focus of a
separate study (ongoing)
As much processing (as reasonable) is done at a central facility
Dedicated strings of equipment are assigned to each antenna with little need
for reconfiguration
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Table15.Processingrequirements.
Rate per
Process
process
Telemetry (conservative) 1-3 Mbps
Telemetry (moderate) 1-10 Mbps
Telemetry (aggressive) 1-100 Mbps
Tracking 10 kbps
Command 10 kbps
Radio science 1.2 Mbps
VLBI (quick-look) 130 Mbps
VLBI (playback) 1.5 Mbps
Maximum number of
concurrent processes
Year 2000 Year 2010
7 10
7 10
7 10
3 3
3 3
3 3
1 1
1 1
Table 16. Telemetry processing requirements per subsystem.
Upper limit in
Mission support spacecraft Typical Block V receiver-
forcecast information convolutional code telemetry data path,
rate Mbps
rate, Mbps
Conservative 3 1/6 165
Moderate 10 1/6 550
Aggressive 100 1/2 _ 1830
a assuming support for lunar SEI, etc.
Table 17. Dedicated telemetry subsystem performance.
1980s 1990s 2000s
Backplane bus capability 320 Mbps 1 Gbps 25 Gbps
(VMEbus) (Futurebus+) (Futurebus+
evolution)
Individual spacecraft 5.8 Mops 18 Mbps 454 Mbps
information rate
Table 18. Dlstributed telemetry subsystem performance.
1980s 1990s 2000s
Local Area Network 10 Mbps 100 Mops 1 Gbps
capability (Ethernet) (FDDI) (future technology)
Aggregate spacecraft 180 kbps 1.8 Mbps 18 Mops
information rate
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Table19.Evaluationfthemajortelemetryarchitectureoptions.
Dedicated telemetry Switched telemetry
Criteria architecture architecture
Perforrno_nce_
growth
potential
Life-cycle cost
Operability
Flexibili ty,
evolvabili ty
Availability,
reliability,
maintainability
Technical risk
Easily accommodates
growth; meets 2000-2010
requirements up to
451NMbps backup support
Major interprocess
communication costs
affect life-cycle costs;
fault-tolerant software
has impact on llfe-cycle
COSTS
May use a highly specific
operating system and
require specially trained
programmers
]|ardware
communication system
is closed (i.e., non-
standard); may be
difficult to add new
functionality
Each Block V receiver
has access to its own
telemetry processor;
fault- tolerant
architecture: redundant
processors
Monitor and Control
needs careful design
(low design risk)
Future growth depends
on evolution of serial input
and output (I/O) technology
Reduces number of
telemetry processors,
but requires a high-
availability switch
Simple programming
I/O protocols may be
standard, easy to add
new processors
Mechanical matrix switches
have generally low
rehability; will require
new technology;
architecture handles
telemetry faults by
switching to redundant
processor
High-availability
switch is
moderate-high risk
Distributed telemetry
arclfi t ec t ure
Future growth depends on
evolution of Local area network
(LAN) technology
OSI systems generally
have lower life-cycle costs.
Operating system interface can be
"open," e.g., POSIX; large
pool of programmers
System is "open," with
standard protocols
Each Block V receiver has
access to any telemetry
processor; fault-tolerant
architecture: built into LAN
arctfi tecture
Availability of 1-Gbps LAN
is moderate risk
Table 20. Comparison of alternative WAN architectures.
Criteria Single circuit Dual, diverse circuits
Performance and growth No impact, probably would be fiber Slight improvement: second link, not
necessarily the same data rate, will bepotentiM
available for special support
Life-cycle cost
Operability
Flexibility and
evolvabili ty
Availability, reliabihty,
and maintainability
More expensive (two circuits)
Requires semiautomatic fault
management to select alternate
circuit
Straightforward to negotiate with
carrier
Highly reliable and available because
of route diversity; when primary goes
down, alternate circuit backs it up
Technical risk
Least expensive
Easiest to manage
Straightforward to negotiate with
carrier
Generally high reliability (fiber);
however, when it goes down, it
goes down for hours; recourse is
tape backup
International circuits may take
longer to reestablish than
domestic circuits
Small technology risk in network
management area: need to know
health of both links all the time
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Appendix A
Acronyms
AES
AGC
AI
ANSI
AOS
ATDRSS
BER
bps
CASE
CCITT
CCSDS
CD/ROM
CLNP
CMA
ChIC
CMIP
CMIS
CMOS
COTS
CPA
CPN
CRAF
CRC
CSMA/CD
DBMS
DCD
DCE
DCO
DDOR
DFS
DoD
Application Environment Specification
Automatic gain control
Artificial intelligence
American National Standards Institute
Advanced Orbiting System
Advanced Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System
bit error rate
Bit per second
Computer-aided software engineering
International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee
Consultative Committee for Space Data
Systems
Compact disk/read-only memory
Connectionless Network Protocol
Command Modulator Assembly
Complex Monitor and Control
Common Management Information
Protocol
Common Management Information
Service
Complementary metal oxide semi-
conductor
Commercial off-the-shelf
Command Processor Assembly
CCSDS Principal Network
Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby
Cyclic redundancy check
Carrier-sense multiple access with collision
detection
Database management system
DSCC Command Subsystem
Distributed Computing Environment
Digitally Controlled Oscillator
Delta differential one-way ranging
Distributed File System
Department of Defense
DSCC
DSS
DSN
DTK
DTM
EOS
FDDI
FFT
FIPS
FTAM
FTP
FY
GCF
GFLOPS
GIPS
GIS
GLL
GOSIP
GNMP
GSOC
GUI
IIDLC
ItEO
ttIPPI
IEEE
i/o
IP
ISDN
ISE
ISO
kbps
KBS
LAN
LAPB
Deep Space Communications Complex
Deep Space Station
Deep Space Network
DSCC Tracking Subsystem
DSCC Telemetry Sul3syst, em
Earth Observing System
Fiber Distributed Data Interface
Fast Fourier transform
Federal Information Processing Standard
File Transfer, Access, and Management
File Transfer Protocol
Fiscal year
Ground Communications Facility
Giga (10 9) floating point instructions per
second
Giga (10 9) instructions per second
Ground Information System
Galileo
Government OSI Profile
Government Network Management Profile
German Space Operations Center
Graphical _lser interface
Iligh-Level Data Link Control
Itigh-Earth Orbiter
Itigh-Performance Peripheral Interface
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers
Input output
Internet Protocol
Integrated Services Digital Network
Information System Engineering
International Organization for
Standardization
Kilobits per second (10 3 bps)
Knowledge-based system
Local area network
Link Access Procedure-Balanced
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zLMC
LZM
LZP
M&C
MAP
Mbps
MBAR
MDA
MFLOPS
MHS
MIB
MIMD
MIPS
MLC
MMS
MOSO
Msps
MTBF
NASA
NASCOM
NCB
NCF
NIST
NOCC
NSS
OSF
OSI
OSO
PAD
PCM
POC
POSIX
RDA
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Link Monitor and Control
Level-Zero Merge
Level-Zero Processing
Monitor and Control
Manufacturing Automation Protocol
Megabits per second (106 bps)
Main Belt Asteroid Rendezvous
Metric Data Assembly
Mega (10 6) floating point instructions
per second
Message Handling Service
Management Information Base
Multiple instruction-multiple data
Million instructions per second
Multilink Controller
Manufacturing Message Specification
Multimission Operations Systems Office
Megasymbols per second (10 6 eight-bit
symbols per second)
Mean time between failures
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
NASA Communications Network
Narrow-Channel Bandwidth
Network Control Facility
National Institute for Standards and
Technology
Network Operations Control Center
Network Support Computer
Open Software Foundation
Open Systems !nterconnection
Office of Space Operations
Packet assembler/disassembler
Pulse-coded modulation
Project Operations Center
Portable Operating System Interface for
Computer Environments
Remote database access
RF
RFI
RPC
RS
SDH
SEI
SFOC
SItARP
SIMD
SMIM
SMTP
SNMP
SOE
SONET
SPAN
SPOC
SPC
SQL
SR
SRA
SSF
Tbyte
TCP
TDA
TDRSS
TP
TP4
TPDS
VItSIC
VLA
VLBI
VLSI
VSAT
WAN
WCB
Radio frequency
Radio frequency interference
Remote procedure call
Reed-Solomon
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
Space Exploration Initiative
Space Flight Operations Center
Spacecraft Health Automated Reasoning -
Prototype
Single instruction-multiple data
Submillimeter Intermediate Mission
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Simple Network Management Protocol
Sequence of events
Synchronous Optical Network
Space Physics Analysis Network
Science Planning Operations Computer
Signal Processing Center
Structured Query Language
Satellite relay
Sequential Ranging Assembly
Space Station Freedom
Terabyte (1012 bytes)
Transmission Control Protocol
Telecommunications and Data Acquisition
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
Transport Protocol
Transport Protocol Class 4
Tracking and Data Processing Subsystem
Very high speed integrated circuits
Very Large Array (National Science
Foundation, Socorro, New Mexico)
Very long baseline interferometry
Very large scale integration
Very small aperture terminal
Wide area network
Wide-Channel Bandwidth
Appendix B
Glossary
Application environment: Refers to all the software
necessary to run an application except for the application-
specific code. It includes the operating system, I/O rou-
tines, and network services and may include such items as
a DBMS and graphical user interface (see Section III.C).
Architecture: A specification that defines the design
of a system, and describes the structure, functions, and
interfaces of its cooperating parts (see Section I.C).
Distributed: In network technology, this term refers
to geographically dispersed computers that share
common applications and information via local-area
networks and wide-area networks (see Section IV.B).
Fault-tolerant: Systems that are able to detect a
fault, report it, mask it, and then continue service
while the faulty component is repaired off-line.
Dedicated: Systems that perform only one primary
function, e.g., telemetry processing on the output of
only one receiver (see Section IV.B).
Artificial intelligence: The technology whereby com-
puter systems can be programmed to emulate special prop-
erties and capabilities attributable to human intelligence
(see Section III.E).
Backbone network: A network designed to intercon-
nect lower speed channels (see Section IV.D).
Central Site: The control center of the DSN, located
at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (3PL) facilities in Pasadena,
California (see Section IV.B).
Client-server: In a communications network, the
client is the requesting machine and the server is the sup-
plying machine (see section III.C.3).
Operating conditions: The conditions under which
a system performs its functions.
Anomalous: A situation where operational proce-
dures do not exist.
Backup: A situation where operational procedures
are used to accommodate a failure of the primary
system.
Nominal: In the operations concept of the M&C
architecture, nominal operations refers to a situa-
Codes: As used in this study, codes are error-correct-
ing bit patterns that are used to reconstruct a spacecraft
signal into a form so that departures from this construction
in the received signal can be automatically detected. This
permits the automatic correction at the receiving terminal
of some or all of the errors. Such codes require more signal
elements (or bits) than are necessary to convey the basic
information [4] (see Section II.h).
Data: The normal definition of data in this article
refers to representation of information in binary digits
(bits). However, in estimating overall data rates, data
may also include redundant bits added for error detection
and correction.
Near-real-time: Data transmitted directly from a
sender to a receiver with possible delays on the order
of seconds due to temporary buffering (see Section
II.A).
Non-real-time: Data transmitted from a sender to a
receiver with significant storing and shipping delays
(on the order of hours or days). (See Section II.A.)
Real-time: Data that is transmitted directly from a
sender to a receiver with virtually no delays.
Datagram: Data packet that is transmitted with suf-
ficient information to reach its destination, but with no
expectation of an acknowledgment.
Data protocol: A standardized set of rules that spec-
ifies the format, timing, sequencing, and/or error checking
for data transmission.
End users: Recipients of DSN-produced data prod-
ucts. Recipients include spacecraft teams, principal inves-
tigators, archival storage systems, and non-NASA partners
(see Section II.D).
Front end: The antenna equipment and electronics
collocated with tile antenna.
Fuzzy logic: Logic based on probabilities that state-
meats are true rather than whether they are true or false
(see Section III.C).
Gateway: A device for translating application services
tion where existing operational procedures can han- fl'om one set of protocol standards to another, e.g., elec-
dle any problem, tronic mail froln Internet to OSI.
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Ground Information System (GIS): Tlle DSN in-
formation processing system. In scope, it extends from the
ground side of the front end to the end users. GIS func-
tions include processing (telemetry, tracking, command,
radio science and VLBI), monitor and control (of front end
and processing), and data delivery and management, with
the focus of this study on multimission operations (rather
than on project-unique activities). (See Section I.C, II.D.)
Hypermedia: Technology that enables a user to re-
view data by following a nonlinear path, for example, by
jumping to related data items. The formats may include
text, graphics, animation, digital audio, and video (see
Section III.E).
ISE Laboratory: Information Systems Engineering
Laboratory; a proposed laboratory for the envisioned GIS
architecture which will be required to evaluate, prototype,
and adapt commercial technologies for DSN utilization
(see Section V.E).
Internet: As normally used in this study, a short form
of "internetwork," a generic name for any network that in-
terconnects two or more multivendor computers and net-
works (see Section III.D).
DoD Internet: A DoD packet-switched network that
uses military standard protocols for such internet-
work services as ensuring message reliability, rout-
ing, file transfer, and electronic mail (see Section
III.C).
CCSDS Internet: Formal name for a spacecraft-to-
user packet delivery service specified in CCSDS Ad-
vanced Orbiting Systems (AOS) architecture
(CCSDS 701.0-B-I). (See Section III.D.)
Layers: Result of analyzing a system by dividing the
system functions into groups of common services. Each
layer specifies its own functions and assumes that lower
level functions are provided. In "open systems" architec-
ture, a collection of related functions that comprise one
level of a hierarchy of communications functions.
Level-zero processing: Processing of spacecraft tele-
metry data to remove all artifacts of space data transport
from the data and return it to the form it was in when
it left the instrument aboard the spacecraft. Multirnission
level-zero processing (LZP) is done, to the extent possible,
at each DSCC; final multimission level-zero merge (LZM
occurs at tile Central Site.
NCF: Network Control Facility; an envisioned orga-
nization located at the Central Site, that exercises the
highest level of monitor and control; it is planned to b(
the primary control point for the entire DSN (see Sectiol
IV.C).
Neural network: Parallel, distributed computing sys-
tem of simple computational elements connected in a fash-
ion which mimics, at a low level, the connections between
neurons or systems of neurons in a brain (see Section
III.C).
OSF: Open Software Foundation; a consortium of com-
puter-product vendors committed to developing products
that provide common application environments (see Sec-
tion III.C.1).
OSI: Open-systems interconnection; ISO's reference
model for enabling multivendor system to interoperate.
The OSI protocols are a subset of the larger set of standard
protocols established by the ISO.
GOSIP: Government OSI profile; a list of OSI pro-
tocols specified by the Federal government for use in
Federal networks.
Open systems: A computer application environment:
based on products from a vendor compatible with those
available from its competitors, usually because they mu-
tually agree on standards (see Section III.C).
Quick-look data: The subset of the instrument sci-
ence data stream for which access and processing is neces-
sary earlier than that normally provided. These data may
be used for instrument health or safety monitoring (see
Section II.B).
Virtual circuit: A network model in which data is
received from the transport layer and delivered over the
perfect connection: no errors, no duplicates, and all pack-
ets are delivered in sequence (see Section III.D).
Virtual reality: An environment in which computer
and peripheral devices create a complete sensory envi-
ronment dynamically controlled by the user (see Section
III.E).
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